All about SCREENTEX the company or art to be healthy without drugs
The more insistently technologies are
introduced into our life, the more clearly one
starts realizing how dependent people are.
We are dependent on everything the
civilization offers to us, starting with
omnipresent machinery, or attractive but
unhealthy food, or the crazy pace of living.
We are dependent on stresses, chaotic
“energy release attacks” in the crowds of the
trolley buses and the underground vans. Meanwhile, all our problems (diseases, sleep
disturbances, irritancy, etc.) are just a result of a rough influences invasion into our biofield.
To resolving this problem, Screentex the company dedicated its efforts and has developed a
material able to barricade a person against energies being foreign for his/her body and to
eliminate consequences of the invasions into the person’s biofield.
About originators of the Company
The history of the Company establishing is typical and unique one at the same time:
 Typical because the clot of knowledge, findings, discoveries, developments, which
afterwards became a basis of the Company, was just born to be transformed afterwards
into some weighty and important realizations.
 Non-typical because as far as those achievements having got a possession of the
Company are concerned, upon any other disposition, they just had no chance to exit the
scope of the state deeply hush-hushed tasks.
This is why the creation of the Company of such a level was rather a lucky accident than a
consistent pattern.
The company was originated in 70ies. They were years, when there existed the unitary powerful
country USSR, when all the developments were a property of not single disintegrated companies
but of the state itself. And for this state, thousands of the best brains
worked.
Exactly in those years into the Lead Institute of the Rocket& Space
Complex, a group was appointed of young graduates of one of
leading universities of USSR, a group of guys with unique creative
abilities, who could work in interdisciplinary field.
Unique tasks were entrusted to the young scientists:
 development of rocket& space machinery (spaceship
“Soyuz”, space station “Salute”)
 creation of reusable spaceship “Buran”
 development of systems of space satellites, etc.

Some of developments of those years are unparalleled in the world until now. It is no
coincidence that all the works were - and some of them still are – a
classified material.
The high professional level of the specialists’ team has been
confirmed by the patent, with which Company’s President
A.K.Titomir was awarded – in co-inventorship with such great
scientists as Nadiradzeh Alexander Davydovich (Double Hero of
Socialist Labour, RAS academician), Lagutin Boris Nicholaevich
(Hero of Socialist Labour, RAS academician), Solomonov Yury
Semionovich (Hero of Russia, RAS academician) – as well as by the
inventor's certificates for other absolutely unique developments.
“Birth” of the company Screentex
The collapse of the USSR became a hard experience for the generation of 90ies. Especially
rough those years became for white-collar workers, who suddenly turned out to find themselves
in no need for the state and were tossed away over the board of the science. People with high
scientific titles were forced to searching ways of survival by selling vodka, cigarettes and other
available goods.
In the country, the “chelnok movement” (which means goods “shuttle movement”) thrived, i.e.
sale and resale of goods necessary for people in excessive prices. This practice gained its
momentum step-by-step throwing away more and more new victims of “perestroika” out of the
scientific circles.
In less than no time into the same complicated choice dilemma there were
caught also those guys, who came in 70ies to the Rocket and Space Complex.
And then there was made a decision by the entire team – to stay adhering to
their specialization. But to develop it in a new unaccustomed aspect angle.
This way in 1992 there was originated Screentex the company, which
preserved the team composition and continued the development of new
materials and technologies.
Since that period, under each direction, a new sub-team was created and a new
company was registered:
 from 1992 to 2005 – "TIKO" (Production of flat polymeric heaters
and production of special acrylic paints)
 from 2006 to 2014 – "PROBIUS" (Production of special currentconducting and screening polymeric coatings).
But as the unchanged founder and president of each of the companies, Titomir
Alexander Kozmovich stayed. The range and the uniqueness of the
developments are confirmed by the received patents, inventor's certificates and
diplomas of international exhibitions.
Within the existence period of the company “Probius”, there were developed
the first pilot lots of the fabric SCREENTEX. At the same time in 2014, a
necessity appeared of establishing of a company with the same name, which
today is occupied with mass production and commercialization of the fabric “SCREENTEX”

and of all goods made from it. But before this moment, the company had to travel a not simple
and hard for a business start-up way.
The way of start-up
Notwithstanding all the political abd financial difficulties of that time, the
Company could not stay unnoticed for a long time. The
serious developments attract attention of foreign
companies:
 In 1995, a private company was established for the
first time in the history of the post-Soviet state
space, and co-founders of it became businessmen
of Japan and Russia (49% of its registered fund
belonged to the RF citizen Titomir A.K.)
 In 1997, a similar company was established in
France.
With their proposals on buying the company “Screentex”
or establishing a joint company with handing over all our
technologies to other party, various business
representatives applied to us from USA, Israel, Germany,
Spain, China and Korea.
Adhering to its idea, the Company’s team decided as follows:
 to leave it in Russia, the unique technology of biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX
production
 to raise it up to a mass production
 to enter a world market with the finished goods made of the unique fabric.
By the way, the Company’s name comes from the name of this fabric created on the base of
sophisticated developments in the area of the rocket&space industry.
Screentex the company today
The uniqueness of the created fabric lies in the fact that it is able to work on
a level of energetic interaction. It corrects a biofield of a person and is able
to launch the deep-hidden mechanisms of self-recovery, which are laid in
everyone of us.
The fabric Screentex can act as an independent element of a person health
recovery when disorders are fixed exactly on the biofield level.
In a course of
reflection of a
where an affected

using of the goods made of the fabric, a pre-dosed reperson’s body own irradiance runs on those frequencies,
area recovery takes place.

If in a body some
effective version
treatment by it

serious physical changes are about to manifest, the most
of the fabric SCREENTEX use will be a person’s
together with medicines.

Its use efficacy is confirmed by the diploma of the Association of Reflex-therapeutists issued for
the Company’s Founder and President Titomir Alexander Kozmovich, a man, who became a
legend of the Russian science and has awarded a prize by Eurasian Anti-terrorism Center for
help and assistance in fight with terrorism, abused drugs business and bootleg goods distribution.
Today the fabric popularity grows from day to day. It is produced in industrial scale and is in
demand not only in Russia but also in numerous other countries: USA, Bulgaria, Germany,
Lithuania, Norway, Ukraine, Georgia, Turkmenia, Moldavia. Each year, the geography of the
company SCREENTEX’ representative offices widens.
This is why with a good reason one can say: the fabric Screentex is the thing of the future.
Which means, it brings the art of being healthy without medicines.

My dear people,
Today, looking back at my life, I realize that I was
fantastically lucky. Very early, immediately after
graduating from the mechanical-mathematical
faculty of Baku’s University, I was sent to work
into the Lead Institute of USSR’s Rocket&Space
Complex.
I was lucky having the chance to work in the
organization famous with its scientists & engineers
of genius and to take part together with them in the
overwhelming-for-those-days developments.
The matter, over which I had to work in those years, was a dream of many young scientists. This
is why now with full confidence, I can say that indeed I found what I liked to do in this life. And
this occupation is a life affirming till today.
One of the most significant for me discoveries became the unique by its features product – the
biofield-based fabric “Screentex”, which now I transfer to your hands, to services of those people,
who need it most of all.
Take it, use it and never be sick. Learn how to prevent a disease on a stage, when it has not started
yet its destructive “parade” on your body. Try and take everything from the life to the full, not
being distracted on pains, ailments and visiting doctors.
I hand it over to your hands, the amazing discovery, which would not let a disease penetrating
deep into your physical body, and would teach you how to withstand against even the most
menacing disease. And even in a case that you have missed the moment of the disease beginning,
the fabric “Screentex” will help to your recovering with the least physical, time consumption and
material expenses.
Using the goods made of this fabric, you’ll be able not only autonomously rehabilitate your
biofield but also help to your relatives, close people and just people, who are badly in need of your
assistance. With this goal in mind, we shall teach you conducting health restoring procedures,
rendering consultation services and even establishing your own business in your region.
I realize that it is hard to believe that there exists some fabric, which is able to provide a person
with a powerful protection. On other hand, really, could people in XVII century believe that some
day in the womb of time there will exist spaceships, television stations, computers, couldn’t they?
Check the fabric effect on yourself, on your own body. In front of you, doors of our offices are
open; always you are welcome; our specialists wait for you and will assist to you in making choice
of a needed-for-your-body product made of the fabric “Screentex”.
I wish you health without medicines!

With love, Alexander Titomir.

Biofield-based fabric Screentex as a secret of your health and longevity!
A human organism is a complicated biological system consisting of a “solid” (physical)
body and a “subtle” body, - energetic one. In its turn, the “subtle” energetic body of a human
being consists of several “spiritual-energetic” coatings.
Factually, our health is strongly based on integrity and correct functioning of all the human body
system – of its energetic and physical components. And as for diseases and various disorders,
they are distortions of spiritual field energy-structures. And if not to correct those distortions and
disorders timely, they would gather pace and pass on the physical level; – a person gets bodily
sick. The contemporary life – especially in larger towns – is intensive and even aggressive
energetically. Constantly we are subjected to stresses and negative exposures – in municipal
transport, underground, at work, in shops, in offices and institutions entangled with bureaucratic
nets. Unhealthy energy-climate and awful environment affect our biofield in a negative way.
Energy fluxes - that are supposed to be flowing inside of us easily and freely – are being
blocked, slowing down, “mixing up”, escaping through slits and breaches in the “subtle” body.
And a person gets sick. But most part of those diseases can be prevented, Or their corporal onsets
can be substantially diminished, if timely return a personal energy to a human body, to reflect
and redistribute the energy-fluxes and to assist in order that all the body organs would work
(vibrate) on healthy natural frequencies by the way of blocking all the unhealthy pathological
processes in the very beginning.
The unique high-technological domestic development “biofield-based fabric
SCREENTEX” resolves these problems. The fabric SCREENTEX is produced with use of
space and nano-technologies. The biofield-based fabric is an invention of outstanding Russian
(previously Soviet) scientists of Lead Institute of Rocket&Space Complex. The fabric production
technology was worked out on several Russian plants. And a part of equipment for its production
was invented and made on a by-order basis. This equipment is unparalleled in the world. Today
products made of the biofield-based fabric are produced by the company SCREENTEX in an
industrial scale. Any person having a desire and possessing some money can either come to our
demonstrative sessions with the wonder-fabric into one of medical centers working with the
company SCREENTEX or to acquire a piece made of the biofield-based fabric via the
SCREENTEX official website on http://screentex.ru/ on the condition of homeward delivery.

So the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX is able to:
- protect a human biofield from external harmful technogenic and household electromagnetic
emissions;
- substantially improve work of all body systems and vital functions;
- prominently strengthen immunity and exert general healthful action onto body;
- pull down diverse pain senses (postsurgical pains, menstrual ones, ones because of traumas,
bilious headaches, etc.);
- reduce the impact of natural calamities on your body, for example prevent pressure jumps and
mitigate any uncomfortable conditions of meteo-dependent people;
- restore a person’s biofield in a careful and wise way;
- reflect and re-distibute person’s “own healthy irradiance”;
- adjust circulation of energy-fluxes in person’s body, specifically direct and strengthen healthy
fluxes and block destructive fluxes and processes in the body;
- stimulate and enhance work of body’s energy-centers (chakras);
- boost psychic-emotional stability to stresses and tangled situations;
- alleviate psychological and physical tension in easy and quick way, relax the body and saturate
it with energy;
- start up a process of a body
bio-correction, self-tuning, in
frame of which all vital
functions are restored with time
by natural way – without drugs;
- supplement a traditional drugsbased
treatment
or
physiotherapy when a disease is
already in its high gear or has a
chronic run. Due to the
composite
treatment
–
traditional one plus alternative
one, – with use of the biofieldbased fabric SCREENTEX, a
patient’s recovery runs more
intensively and finally the result is reached faster;
- facilitate person’s entering into a meditative state and stabilize retention of the needed state up
to a spiritual process finishing.
This way, acting as a wise healer and re-reflecting body’s own irradiance on
reconstructive frequencies, the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX revitalizes and tunes the
human body for a life of full value free from any ailments. Besides, the fabric SCREENTEX is a
wonderful prophylactic agent and a “tool” improving efficiency of traditional methods of curing
people.
Of this unique fabric, SCREENTEX Moscow’s plant produces various textile products: glasses,
helmets, shawls, bedsheets, plaid blankets, bedspreads for the kids, capsules, etc. All our
products are delivered by the company on Russian territory on our own expense.
Numerous foreign countries strived acquiring the secret technology of the “wonder –
fabric” production. But the creators’ team made the decision to leave this marvelous outstanding
development in the Motherland. And to share the chances for health and longevity without drugs
with population, first of all, of OUR OWN country. And the population did not stay indifferent.
The Biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX becomes more and more popular. Already
thousands of people highly appreciated its beneficial effect on their bodies. And better than any
expert testimonies and certificates, opinions would tell about the SCREENTEX fabric coming

from people who already use some of the SCREENTEX products and recommend them to their
relatives and friends. As for them, the SCREENTEX fabric assisted them already to become
more healthy, stronger and healthier. Read these short but voluminous references. Think of the
fact that YOUR LIFE AND YOUR HEALTH ARE IN YOUR OWN HANDS. AND IT IS IN
YOUR OWN POWER ALREADY NOW to change your life to the best. And in a case that you
would acquire some of our products and appreciate it as high as heroes of our stories did, please
send us YOUR story how the biofield-based fabric helped namely to you, and we would publish
it with pleasure. Write a chronicle of the wonder-fabric together with us and thousands of
your compatriots, who have already been convinced that:
SCREENTEX

is a dedicated assistant for your body!
(Oleg, leading programmer, 37 years old)
SCREENTEX
is a unique progressive bio-energetic development accelerating health
restoration, building up human immunity and in general increasing effectiveness of a
traditional curing.
(Tatiana Sergheyevna, physician-in-chief, 48 y.o.)
SCREENTEX
is a prophylactics, health restoration and energy recharging for a
body!
(Ekaterina, accountant, 45 y.o.)
SCREENTEXIS
is a unique matter for a literate bio-correction, it is a citadel of health!
This is our protection of external irradiancies and internal source of vital forces.
(Dennis, officer of state forces of Civil Defense, Emergencies and Disaster Response, 34 y.o.)
SCREENTEX
is a wonder-fabric and a second youth of your body. With the
Screentex shawl, you will find yourself more healthy and full of forces!
(Maria Feodorovna, pensioner, 69 y.o.)
SCREENTEX
is a delicate support and a soft care of your health and beauty.
(Svetlana, TV broadcaster, 24 y.o.)
SCREENTEX
is a restoration of body natural functions as well as coziness and
harmony of your bedroom.
(Maria, housewife, 60 y.o.)
SCREENTEX
is a gentle tendance of yourself and your future!
(Elina, 25 y.o., young mom in maternity leave)
SCREENTEX
is a reliable protection against harmful irradiancies, effective selfregulation and active support for body’s functioning!
(Serghey, manager, 44 y.o.)
SCREENTEX
is your familyhealer and support in hard periods of your life.
(Anna, seller-cashier, 54 y.o.)
SCREENTEX
is a
bio-energetic self-regulation
and also body’s health
restoration. It is a
wonderful “tool” for
meditations. The biofieldbased fabric is a pledge of
your everyday feeling of
well-being. It is also new
interesting possibilities in
area of your self-cognition
and self-evolution
(Eugene, psychologist, 41
y.o.)

The fabric SCREENTEX is absolutely safe and suits to everyone. It does not lose its
properties after multiple wet washes. It is light in its weight, well air-permeable, pleasant both
visually and by-touch. The fabric is easy in use and taking care of: it does not require any special
conditions for laundry or storing. The biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX has been tested by
medical experts, it has certificates, expert conclusions of specialists and awards of international
exhibitions. By way of numerous researches, it was proved that with the aid of the products
made of the fabric SCREENTEX, a human body restores its health independently without drugs
by launching and activating of its personal protective mechanisms. Cells structure is restored,
gratifying to which the health is considerably improved of both single organs and whole systems
of human vital functions. Immunity is strengthened as well.

FRIENDS,
Enjoy your every day keeping your mind from sticking to any ailments
or problems of common life
and be healthy with the SCREENTEX products without any drugs!

Office of bioenergetic technologies
About the Office of bioenergetic technologies SCREENTEX, with our special correspondent
(SC), there shared her opinion Tatiana Sergheyevna, physician-in-chief of one of Russian private
medical centers.
- Good morning, Tatiana Sergheyevna. At present, registration of your proprietary rights
on the office SCREENTEX is on your agenda as you decided to acquire it. Please tell in detail on
your clinic and your decision (SC).
- Good morning. Our medical center is one of the best in our region. Our center’s
founders and I, as the physician-in-chief, try keeping up with the times: we watch promising
developments in medicine, new discoveries, and directions of interest. We travel for visiting
specialized conferences, both in our own country and abroad. What we can, we study ourselves.
We strive to cure people in an effective and complex way. Our focused attention we pay not only
to disease consequences but also to underlying causes. And not only to body but also to spirit,
intelligence. From this point of view, the bioenergetics provided us with a very rich food for
reflections and experiments. To our patients, we apply individual approaches combining both
traditional and alternative medicine. In our clinic, alongside with therapeutists and experts in
other traditional medical specialties, there work psychologists, a color-therapeutist, a family
placer and even an artisan of eastern system of health--rehabilitation Chi Kung. For an
interchange of experience, numerous doctors come to us from leading clinics of other regions of
Russia. At present, we are in the middle of negotiations on foreign exchange with Israel.
- What it was, the Office of bioenergetic technologies SCREENTEX attracted you with?
(SC)
- The SCREENTEX is an absolutely new word in area of preventive treatment and
rehabilitation of human body. This is a wonderful innovational method increasing effectiveness
of the traditional therapeutic measures. It is an additional means accelerating rehabilitation and
strengthening immunity of patients. The fabric SCREENTEX does not replace any main therapy
but supplements it in a wonderful way. At the heart of the work of the biofield-based fabric lies
the same principle, to which we try following in our medical center because diseases underlying
causes elimination and preventing is not less important than curing their consequences. Your
fabric protects body from outside and also acts inside of the body activating its immunity and
healthy processes. This is absolutely correct. Exactly this way it must be. Previously I already
have come to you. During my first visit with my colleagues-doctors and like-minded persons, we
tested the biofield-based fabric on ourselves. This is very correct practice from your part that
there is a possibility for visitors to come, look, check, see results on your special equipment and
make a decision in not a preconceived way. We neither were agitated for it, nor attacked with
some kind of persuasive advertising. Your workers explained and showed everything to us. To
our founders, I submitted my report containing data of SCREENTEX testing, and they approved
acquiring of the office of bioenergetic technologies. To which decision I am very glad.

The praises for the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX were given also by our
psychologist Vladimir, who had a chance of working with clients in such a bioenergetic office.
Before a session, during half an hour, clients had a rest under a plaid-blanket or under a sheet
made of the biofield-based fabric. Their psychological state became much better; people became
less nervous, they spoke on their problems more quietly and thoughtfully. Their tension started
disappearing already in the course of the first session. According to Vladimir’s words, his
psychological consultations in your office turned out to be more effective than others, in which
the SCREENTEX was not used.
The new technologies SCREENTEX will help to our center retaining hold of the
leadership among our competitors. And, of course, what is even more important, we shall
provide people with even more qualitative assistance. Actually, I believe that every physician
must not only be able to cure people well, but also to grow constantly as a professional.
- Thank you, Tatiana Sergheyevna. We are sure that the SCREENTEX would completely
meet your expectations. Would you be so kind summarizing your opinion with a couple of
phrases on SCREENTEX advantages?
- SCREENTEX is a unique promising bioenergetic development accelerating health
restoration, strengthening peoples’ immunity and in general increasing effectiveness of the
traditional therapies.
-------------How does it work?
The Office of the bioenergetic technologies
SCREENTEX is equipped as follows:
Device for bioenergetic testing
Notebook with a software for the complex electric
puncture testing
Capsule made of the fabric "SCREENTEX"
Eyeglasses made of the fabric "SCREENTEX"
Sheet made of the fabric "SCREENTEX"
Scarf made of the fabric "SCREENTEX"
Headphones and CD player for music
Set of musical compositions for relaxation.
So the office is thoroughly equipped and
ready for work with clients. Any product made of
the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX protects
against harmful electromagnetic emissions of
industrial and domestic nature. Also it influences
a person’s own biofield. While in contact with a
human body, the unique fabric SCREENTEX
launches the bio-correction mechanism. All the
distortions and pathological changes at human energetic field are blocked. The body “switches
over” to healthy vibrations. All the positive and healthy processes are activated restoring all
body’s vital functions step-by-step. The reflection and the correct re-distribution of human
personal energy strengthens immunity, adds vitality and optimism. After a session with the fabric
SCREENTEX, pains disappear at people including post-surgical ones; metabolism improves;
functioning of nervous and cardiovascular systems restores; pressure normalizes; resistance-tostress increases; psychic-emotional state becomes harmonized. The fabric SCREENTEX has
been tested in various medical centers and approved itself as a wonderful health-restoring and
prophylactic agent. Medical experts’ conclusions are given among other references on the
SCREENTEX official website. Also the biofield-based fabric is an effective supplement to the
traditional therapy of most diverse ailments and of health problems broad spectrum. So the
Office of the bioenergetic technologies will become an excellent acquisition for any medical

center, beauty saloon, center of self-evolution, sport complex, health resort or any other
organization of similar profile.
The fabric "SCREENTEX" has got certificates and awards of international exhibitions.
All the products made of the biofield-based fabric are easy to use as well as to take care
of. They are easily washed in warm water with use of ordinary detergents and they do not lose
their healing features after many-times-repeated laundries.
The SCREENTEX is the unique promising bioenergetic development accelerating
health restoration, strengthening human immunity and in general increasing effectiveness
of traditional therapies.

Capsule
About the capsule SCREENTEX, our special correspondent (SC) had a conversation with
Dennis, the officer of Russian forces for Civil Defense, Emergencies and Disaster Response.
- Hello, Dennis, Please tell us a little bit on everyday work of lifesavers and on your opinion,
how the capsule SCREENTEX helps you in your uneasy and so important work. (SC)
- Hello. Well, what about the work -- Our responsibility is factually correcting things happened
because of irresponsibility of someone else. Through all the time that I work, I never stop
amazing, to what extent great devil-may-care attitude people have toward their own safety and
health. We have several trips a day for extraordinary calls (on critical emergency situations),
most of which are group road traffic accidents. People sit down to steering wheel being drunken,
they overrun other cars on oncoming lane trying to save their time and arrive somewhere 5
minutes earlier. And they even do not think that quite probably, the price of those 5 minutes is a
death – their own or of other people. We come to fires, waterfloods, industrial explosions, acts of
terrorism, terroristic acts. In general case, everywhere where our help is necessary. We are going
on edge as the word is. Of course, sometimes it is very hard – both physically and mentally. But
with time one accustom to anything.
- Please say, Dennis, so just it turns out that on your own state, on to what extent personally you
and your colleagues are physically strong, healthy and prepared to emergency, on to what extent
you feeling well, other peoples’ lives and health
depend, do not they? (SC)
- Well, if with simple words and without extra pathos,
in general this is correct.
- How it helps to you in it, the capsule
SCREENTEX? Have you acquired it for yourself?
- Yes. I bought it for myself. You know, standing-by
duty is mandatory at us, especially at nights. Often
we’ve got trips on emergency cases both far away and
on smaller distances. Not always one has an
opportunity even to have a quality sleep. Not to say
about food and other comfort. And to feel badly, as you noticed earlier, I just can not indulge
myself. Any time I must be gathered and ready to put out all my strength to the maximum. We
never know where we would be sent and what exactly we would encounter. I always take the
capsule SCREENTEX with me. It is my indispensable help. Half an hour in the capsule – and I
feel myself vigorous, healthy and awake, even if I was on duty the whole night. In the capsule I
restore myself even after morally hard days. It calms down my nervous system very well. It
strengthens my immunity, increases my endurance. Quite often I come home being broken,
dripping wet, frozen –are not they trifles, what we have sometimes?! – As soon as possible I take
hot shower and wrap myself into the capsule. Lying. And then I am like a new one!
- In regard to our biofield-based fabric, often people call it “wonder-fabric”. Dennis, and what
about you? Do you believe in miracles? (SC)
- With my work not to believe in miracles is impossible. )) When I were successful in
regaining even one more life from death – that’s it! Miracle! – and feeling that my own life is not
in vain! And as for the “miracle nature” of the fabric SCREENTEX, if one may say so, I also
believe in it as almost every day I try its effect on myself. This is as if my personal “cocoon”,
from which I use to exit being full of forces and optimism. However, your SCREENTEX is a
man-made miracle to the same extent as actions of our lifesavers. We ourselves create “our
miracles”. I read on your website how exactly the biofield-based fabric works, and everything is
clear to me. It is not a miracle – this effect is due to the modern technologies. But when you are
completely broken, with iron-heavy head, with painful muscles and joints - to hide yourself in

the capsule, to get sleep and then o wake up absolutely ready to a full-value life, this is seemed to
me that – yes! – this is a miracle.
- We are very glad that the SCREENTEX helps you feeling well and taking out other people
from the hardest situations. This is very important. Thank you for your sharing your opinion with
us. And yet – as a summary – how would you characterize our biofield-based fabric in brief?
(SC)
- The SCREENTEX is a unique material for literate biocorrection, it is citadel of health!
This is my protection from external emissions and my internal source of vitality.
--------------------------------How does it work?
Do you know, what is a disease? This is energetic and physical distortions of a subtle
(spiritual) and rough (physical) bodies of a human being. And if to neutralize those distortions
and disorders on the bio-energetic level, then they would not manifest themselves on the physical
level, i.e. a person would not get sick. Approximately so, if in simple words, the unique biofieldbased fabric SCREENTEX works. It interacts energetically with a body blocks and corrects any
biofield disorders in the very beginning, so a person stays healthy or restores his/her health faster
in a case that he already got sick.

The basis of the capsule is made of the unique biofield-based fabric of increased density
developed by Russian scientists with use of contemporary nano- and space technologies. The
biofield-based fabric of the capsule protects a human body from external electromagnetic
emissions – both industrial and domestic ones. Also it launches processes of natural biocorrection in the body. The fabric SCREENTEX reflects and re-distributes personal energy
fluxes of a human being, synchronizes his/her vital biorhythms. The body re-tunes from “ill”
vibrations onto healthy ones. A regular use of the capsule allows quickly enough restoring a
human bio-energetic field and normalizing all the disturbed processes and violated vital
functions of the body.
A person’s own electromagnetic emission being returned to him/her on healthy frequencies
promotes functioning restoration of central nervous system, normalization of pressure and
metabolic processes. Person’s immunity is strengthened essentially, muscles tension is taken off,
various pain senses go away. The wonder-capsule even increases potency and libido. With the
products made of the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX, all the body systems restore their

health and emotional-psychic state catches its balance again. The capsule is especially effective
as it wraps the entire surface of a human body. All the beneficial changes in it run more
intensively and most effectively. It is not surprising that the unique capsules made of the
biofield-based fabric become more and more popular both in Russia and abroad.
The fabric, the capsule is made of, is light, it is well breathable. All the products of the
brand SCREENTEX withstand many-times-repeated laundries in warm water with regular
detergents. The wonder-features do not disappear after washing.
The fabric SCREENTEX has got certificates, conclusions of medical experts and awards
of international exhibitions.
The products SCREENTEX are delivered both in Russia and abroad on expense of the
company.
SCREENTEX is a unique material for literate bio-correction. It is a citadel of health! This
is our protection against external emissions and our internal source of vitality!

Bedsheet SCREENTEX
About the bedsheet and other products of SCREENTEX the company, our special
correspondent (SC) interviewed Maria, a housewife.
- Hi, Maria. You are our regular customer, which we are very glad to. Please tell us about
your experience of the SCREENTEX products use. For example, about the bedsheets. (SC)
- Good afternoon. Yes, indeed, at you, I ordered bedsheets, a plaid-blanket and a scarf,
everything of the brand SCREENTEX. The bedsheets and the plaid were meant for my husband
and myself and the scarf was bought for our daughter.
- By all appearances, you are satisfied with your purchases. (SC)
- Yes, I am content. The bedsheets are used at my home. I lay one on our bed and the
other one serves for bedclothes changing , while the first one is in a laundry. And at our village
cottage we use the plaid-blanket.
- This is convenient. Now please tell us about the effect of the SCREENTEX products on
your health. (SC).
- Well. Initially, I bought the bedsheets for my husband. He is a businessman; he’s got a
business of his own, which requires his attention constantly. Factually, he has no vacations, no
free days. We even rest with Skype within close reach. Always there is something that requires
his attention or participation. There work his computer, telephone, etc. There are many harmful
emissions and stresses permanently. Even at evenings he is astrain. Even in a sleep he was
wakeful and restless and jumped up in response to any sound. At the beginning we tried and
moved to another house, then experimented with versions of furniture for our apartment in
various ways, afterwards we built, settled and furnished our village cottage, One more concern,
we have to educate our daughter. All of this requires energy and finance. On the whole, with age,
of course, often, my husband started to be sick and very tired. Now he has troubles with the
heart, now lets catch cold of his kidneys, now the pressure jumps; all sorts of things. His general
health condition worsened. Everything would be negligible. But being so sick yet he drove to his
office! He worked flat out until would fall down with mountainous temperature. Many times, I
and all people around – our relatives and friends – recommended him to cut loads. Money is
good, projects are good but nevertheless our family needs him safe and sound.
- Sagacious advice. And what
about your husband?Did he take it to
heart? (SC)
- No way! You see, in a case
that so much of energy and health has
been already put into the job, for a
person this is already more than a job
or earnings; instead this becomes a
LIFE MATTER. A family – well, this
is of course secondary for him, but I
have accustomed to it long ago. I
understand. It is very important for a
man to create, to line up something, to
go forward. And my business is a female one: this is coziness and a safety “from behind”, and
kids. I put whole of me into my family, home, I strive to take care of my close ones and first of
all of their health, of course. This way I have found the SCREENTEX. The fact attracted me that
the fabric SCREENTEX protects against external emissions and if to use it regularly, it restores
health and increases immunity. My husband is a busy man; he has no time to have a rest in
resorts or sanatoria. This is why the bedsheets SCREENTEX are real bargain for us, our lucky
finding. Having health restoring procedures at home! There is also something about biofield at
your booklets – but I am not quite oriented in such matters. It is not so important for me, how

exactly the fabric helps, – but as for the fact that it helps, it is so, indeed. We have checked it
already on ourselves.
- Maria, please tell a bit more in detail on the positive changes that happened in your life
since you acquired the bedsheets SCREENTEX. (SC)
- The tension and anxiety started to leave my husband. Season ailments start to stay away
from him. Now he falls asleep quietly and sleeps well. Both of us stopped reacting to various
natural pressure bumps and temperature differences. Also he has no tachycardia now. And what
is important – my husband says that now at last he gets enough sleep, even notwithstanding that
as for duration he sleeps during the same time as before. But now in mornings he gets up being
energetic and vigorous. And in our intimacies, it is so as if we got second breath. It is even
amazing. Besides for our daughter at you, I ordered the scarf made of the fabric SCREENTEX.
Often she had a sore throat and a problematic nose. From now on we have no such problem. So
as my opinion on the SCREENTEX is concerned, I trust to it as much as to no medicine in the
world.
- Thank you for your ample narrative. I wish your family excellent future in everything.
Would you please characterize the bedsheets SCREENTEX for us with one short phrase?
- Just a minute… The bedsheets SCREENTEX are restoration of body’s natural
functions and also they are coziness and a harmony in a bedroom.
--------------------How it works?
The biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX is developed by Russian scientists and produced with
use of unique nano- and space technologies. It protects human body from harmful industrial and
domestic electromagnetic emissions, launches the mechanism of bio-correction and self-tuning.
The bedsheet as well as the capsule of the brand SCREENTEX are the most in demand among
all other products SCREENTEX as they wrap a large surface of human body and this is why the
healing effect of re-reflexion of the body’s own emission is the highest in this case. And hence
the capsule and bedsheets have the highest beneficial effect on a body. The processes of health
restoration in a body on expense of this phenomenon run intensively and quickly. It is enough
just to sleep or to lie even only 40 minutes a day on the bedsheet SCREENTEX, and it will result
in your forgetting about many of your ailments. The SCREENTEX restores and strengthens
natural functions of all vital systems of a body. It activates the immune system, grants a
relaxation taking away nervous alertness, vitalizes human energy centers and assists them
catching a balance. The bedsheet SCREENTEX effect embraces the whole spectrum of health
problems. This is a wonderful prophylactic and tonic agent. It is also an additional way of fight
(alongside with the traditional medicine) with already manifested ailments.
The fabric SCREENTEX has been tested in several
medical centers. It has got certificates, medical experts’
conclusions and awards of international exhibitions.
The bedsheets are easy to take care of. They do not
require any special means for a laundry. It is sufficient
to apply a regular powder and warm water. As for their
features, the bedsheets SCREENTEX do not lose them
even after many times repeated washing. Enjoy the
comfort, coziness and health recovering every day.
Have a rest with pleasure and benefits for health on the biofield-based bedsheets SCREENTEX.
The SCREENTEX is restoration of body natural functions and it is coziness and a
harmony in your bedroom.

Technological set for meditations
On his own experience of work with the set for meditations, to our special correspondent (SC),
Eugene, the psychologist and coach of personal advancement, tells.
- Good morning, Eugene, please tell us a little bit about your work.
- Good morning. I am psychologist, trainer and coach of personal advancement. I work in
one of new centers of personality self-cognition and development. I lead coach-groups, Skypeconferences in area of personal advancement. Also I consult on questions of interpersonal and
family relations.
- Please tell, how the set for
meditations SCREENTEX helps you in
your work.
- SCREENTEX is an excellent
invention of our compatriots–scientists.
Since the day I acquired the set for
meditations, my work became much more
effective and successful. The fact is that
the most part of my clients coming for a
consultation are very strained and “wimp”.
They hardly get open for a dialog, look nervous, and lose their temper while telling me on their
problems. Unfortunately, I have to spend very much of my energy and time even for bringing a
person into a state of balance and tuning him/her onto a constructive solution of his\her
problems. The SCREENTEX helped me in this. Prior to consulting beginning, I assess a psychicemotional state of a person. And if I see that the client is unbalanced and not ready for a calm
dialog, I propose to him/her to have a rest for about 20 minutes in the capsule SCREENTEX
listening some relaxing compositions. After that the 20 minutes elapsed, the person leaves the
capsule; and now as a rule his state is much more stable and better. There disappear tensions, an
aggression, a melancholy and nervousness. Thoughts become clearer; emotional storms calm
down. Some people even smile and gratify for the 20 “magic minutes”.
- Yes, the fabric SCREENTEX launches the processes of the body’s bio-correction and
self-tuning including the nervous system. Do you use meditations in your practice? (SC)
- Certainly. I select sets of psychological and spiritual “tools” for my clients on an
individual basis. To some of them, traditional psychological methods help the best, for example
the gestalt-therapy. And someone is an irrational in his world perception. With problems of such
a person, it is most effective to cope with use of esoteric methods. For instance, when a person
loses his/her spiritual way and individual reasons for being, it is not easy to find them again; and
my task is to provide the person with correct orienting points; so meditations and spiritual travels
help in it. And here, it relieves my work to a great extent, the technological set for meditations
SCREENTEX. As a matter of fact, a contemporary person hardly can relax, “switch off” from
reality, clean his/her conscience, quickly enter and retain that correct state, in which any
meditations or spiritual practices are fruitful. The SCREENTEX solves this problem. The
capsule from your biofield-based fabric interacts directly with field structures of a human being
and harmonizes work of his/her energy centers (chakras), which promotes fast and deep
immersion into the relaxing meditative state without any special additional rituals or hypnosis.
And in this spiritual “process”, with my assistance, a client solves his internal problems or
receives a needed answer, a direction or a prompt “from the future”; he regains his/her reasons
for being or just “recharges” himself with energy.
- Great. And as for yourself, do you use the SCREENTEX? (SC)
- Of course. With great pleasure. This set for meditations is just suitable also for a general
health restoration and prophylactics. Inside of the set, it is possible not only to meditate but also
strengthen health. As for me as an example, obligatory, I have a rest in the capsule made of the
biofield-based fabric several times a week in inter-season periods, when we are constantly

attacked by viruses of influenza and various acute respiratory infections. Due to the biofieldbased fabric, I feel great already not first year; viruses keep away from me.
- Thank you, Eugene. Summarize please!: SCREENTEX for you – what is it? (SC)
- SCREENTEX is a bioenergetic self-regulation of the body. This is an excellent
“tool” for meditations and health rehabilitation. The biofield-based fabric is a pledge of
feeling of well-being for every day. Also it means new interesting opportunities in area of
self-cognition and self-evolution.
-------------How does it work?
The main goal of meditations and spiritual practices is improving quality of life, forming
some desirable events in person’s “fate field”, or to receive some important information taking a
spiritual journey. Also the meditations allow having a rest, taking off a stress, recovering your
internal order and tuning to a positive reality perception.
In a case that you would acquire the Technological set for meditations SCREENTEX,
you will obtain the capsule made of the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX, eyeglasses
SCREENTEX, headphones and CD player with meditative records of prayers, mantras and
relaxational music. If to steal in into this capsule with a player for 15 to 40 minutes a day, you’ll
be able to initiate a bio-energetic process of health rehabilitation, of body restoration and
strengthening. The SCREENTEX is innovational development of Russian scientists, this is a
biofield-based fabric tested in medical centers in Russia and abroad. Gratifying to the unique
technology of the company SCREENTEX, the goods made of this fabric protect humans against
harmful external emissions (both industrial and domestic) and activate internal bio-correctional
processes. The SCREENTEX interacts with human “subtle” energetic field, activates work of
energy centers of a body (“chakras”), reflects and re-distributes “personal emission” of a human
being. The biofield-based fabric improves work of all vital systems of a body and strengthens its
natural protective functions.
The set for meditations SCREENTEX is recommended to buyers, who practice various
psychotechnics at home, or meditations, or spiritual travels. And certainly it is recommended to
specialists: psychologists, trainers and coaches leading practical lessons in psychological and
esoteric centers of self-evolution and
personality advancement.
The SCREENTEX is a bio-energetic
self-regulation of a body. This is an excellent
“tool” for meditations and health
rehabilitation. The biofield-based fabric is a
pledge of your feeling of well-being every
day. Also it means new interesting
opportunities in area of self-cognition and
self-evolution.

Plaid-blanket
Anna, the seller-cashier, told to SCREENTEX's special correspondent (SC)about her experience
of the SCREENTEX plaid-blanket use.
- Good evening, Anna, please tell us your story. (SC)
- Good evening. My story is a common one, probably, the same as at many people. Nothing
noticeable. I graduated from a school, entered to an institution in order to study, but on this
reason or other I didn’t finish my education: I got married and almost immediately kids were
born. Then with my husband Feodor we worked a lot – we saved money for buying an
apartment. Then we took a mortgage and since then worked for paying back the credit. He is a
delivery driver, he does not earn much, almost as I do. This is why things were not easy for us. I
took additional shifts and my husband moonlighted in weekends, too. Well, we did it!, we
managed. As for children, also, we have brought them up already. But, the sure thing, somehow
the health we run through with such a life. If it's not one thing it's another. On the whole,
anyway, after 45, I started to be sick constantly. Also Feodor started breaking down step-by-step
– he is older than me. My main trouble with the health is the vegetative-vascular dystonia. Plus
to it, by age of 50, menopause started. I reached the point of such weakness that I could only
creep around the home. And already, of course, no extra shifts; it was hard even to work through
my own shift— It caught me up to such extent that sometimes I thought, my heart would jump
out or cleave in two just inside of me. Already I made a decision to retire from my nervous job –
- And at this point all of a sudden you learned about the SCREENTEX and decided to acquire
the plaid, didn’t you? (SC)
- Well, almost so. We learned about the bedsheet SCREENTEX. It was given to my husband’s
chief as a present by clients and he praised it very much. Just miracles, he told. He described that
feelings about health got much better, besides, one needn’t do anything except of sleeping on
it— At work I found it in Internet and proposed to Feodor buying the plaid-blanket in order that
two of us could cover ourselves with it. I don’t know why, I wished the plaid best of all. Such
soft, warm.
- And what were your
impressions? (SC)
- Ouch!!! Super-thing! I feel
myself alive again. At first I
did not understand – took the
cover away – now I fevered,
now as if there stabbered
everywhere. – I thought, there
was something wrong with it. I
called to the website; there I
was told that everything is
normal – this way my body retunes under the fabric action;
it rids of unneeded energy. I
started to wrap myself more
tightly – now I feel very well.
The ailments left me alone,
additional forces came as well as a buoyancy. Now I am sick much less: apparently, my
immunity strengthened.
- Yes, there is such effect of the biofield-based fabric. And what about your Feodor? (SC)
- Oh, yes. As for Feodor, from the very first day under the SCREENTEX, he falls asleep like a
baby. (Anna laughs). While previously he tossed and turned all the night and suffered because of

headaches. And I’ll tell you on secret – even our intimacies got repaired. Previously there were
more urgent things to think about. So we are very content!
- Great. Let it be at you from now on! Say me please, how would you describe the SCREENTEX
in one or two phrases? (SC).
- Oh. I just don’t know. Many of points. Let it be this way: SCREENTEX is our family’s
healer and support in hard periods of life.
How does it work? The SCREENTEX, bioffield-based fabric of a new generation, was designed
on basis of the unique contemporary technologies by Russian scientists and it was tested in
several medical centers. In human body this wonderful fabric initiates processes of energetic biocorrection and self-healing. Also it strengthens immunity, takes off a pain syndrome, for
example post-surgical or menstrual one. Besides,
delicately it solves intimate and many other
problems of health restoring correct functioning of
all vital systems of a body. The SCREENTEX
“cleans” human biofield and it protects us from
harmful electromagnetic emissions and influences
of geo-pathogene zones or natural calamities. The
bioffield-based fabric is effective in combination
with the traditional medicine in the fight with
diverse diseases including chronic ones, or it can be
used as a mono-therapy for prophylactics, body
strengthening, total health rehabilitation, and
reaching a pain-relieving effect. All the goods made
of the bioffield-based fabric, including the plaidblanket SCREENTEX, sustain many-times-repeated
laundries in warm water with use of regular
detergents. They do not require any special care;
they are easy to use.
The fabric "SCREENTEX" has got certificates,
experts’ conclusions and awards of international
exhibitions.
SCREENTEX is your family healer and support in hard periods of life.

Eyewear
The person, who shared his story about the eyewear SCREENTEX with our own correspondent
(SC), was Oleg, leading programmer of one of prosperous info-companies.
- My story started 2 years ago. (Oleg told). Headaches pestered the life out of me. I fell asleep
with a migraine and waked up with a migraine. Gloom. The head was as heavy as a dumbbell
and dull. Such a state impeded working very much. I am a leading programmer, other
programmers depend on me. I have no right for mistakes.
- Did you try something? (SC)
- Of course. At first I applied to the traditional medicine, then to homoeopathists. I took
some drugs treatment schedules. Everyone recommended me to sleep more, to be nervous less,
to change my job.
- The last recommendation, perhaps, seemed to you - as a programmer - especially
shrewd? – (SC).
- Exactly. I like my job and do it well. I am not going to change it. So I was tortured for
another couple of months. I noticed that except of the pains, my vision started to worsen. I
passed through an examination. I thought what it could be? Perhaps ophthalmology + pressure –
I have never was told anything comprehensive. Then I took vacations for a month, I travelled for
a rest – the pains became less intensive and rarer but they did not disappear completely.
- And what helped you finally? (SC).
- The eyewear SCREENTEX. In the internet by chance, I encountered at the
SCREENTEX website. I read the main page, references. I got feeling curiousness about it. Let
me try, I thought.
- Were you in doubts? – (SC).
- Where to move without them. But I decided to take the risk. This is not the amount,
which will be pity to risk and lose if there is even an illusionary chance to rid finally of this
mind-numbing pain. I put on the eyewear every day after work, for about 40 minutes, when I
was at home and took a rest lying. Feelings
were various. Apart from light tingling in my
eyelids, I “caught” interesting visual images:
Some memories came to the fore, sometimes
unpleasant, sometimes quite distant from the
past. They came, then scattered away. Curious.
In couple of weeks I noticed that can see a little
bit better. Almost as clearly as at the time when
I have not yet been tortured with the migraines.
I started to put on the eyewear in the morning,
too, for the same 40 minutes, after that I waked
up. In one more week, step by step, the
headache started to let me free from its clutch.
And in whole, anyway I started to think more
clearly, better. Now pains are much less.
Sometimes they return – Immediately I take the
eyewear and sit in it until it disappeared. The
work stopped to be my everyday heroic doing,
an act of overcoming myself. Waked up –
worked through – returned home. And even
energy is left for domestic affairs. Thanks to
inventors.
- Say please, how would you
characterize the SCREENTEX in one phrase?

- SCREENTEX is the dedicated help for my health!
- Thank you very much for the conversation.
--------------------------------Few words about the way how it works:
Eyes are perceivers of light flux and visual excitators from outside. In our century of the
informational technologies, a load on eyes increased colossally. Especially vulnerable are people
of “visual” occupations: programmers, “people of pen”, info-businessmen, designers, etc. The
considerable and regular visual overstress results in eyes diseases, headaches and nervous
diseases.
The eyewear made of the unique biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX protects eyes from
harmful external emissions and initiates a process of a body’s bio-energetic self-regulation
and self-healing. There is also an additional effect: a psychic-neurological correction. As for
those “pictures” that Oleg watched having closed his eyes during the session of the energy
correction, they were not-lived-out emotional “load” of the past: bright memories, negative
senses, anxious feeling and other phenomena irritating the nervous system. When the pictures
“scatter away”, those phenomena leave the person’s “field”. The body rehabilitates its health
both physically and spiritually.
The EYEWEAR does not have any contraindications and can be used during unlimited time.
The warranty period is two years from the sale moment.
If needed, the eyewear can be washed manually with soap or a regular powder in warm water.

SCREENTEX is the dedicated help for your health!!

Scarf
The person, who shared his observations on his health state before and after wearing the scarf
SCREENTEX with our special correspondent (SC), was Sergey, the manager,
- Good afternoon. If in brief, the matter was like this: since my childhood, I am chased with the
ENT-diseases: laryngitis, pharyngitis, sore throat, rhinitis, etc. All the infections I “caught” in
periods between seasons finished for me always with medical treatment of my nose and throat.
Apparently, it is a weak spot of my body. In one of Moscow’s medical centers (INSAN-MED),
together with drugs and physiotherapy schedules, the doctor prescribed me a schedule of
supporting wrapping of my throat with the scarf SCREENTEX.
- Yes, we work with this clinic. And what was your impression of those wrappings? (SC)
- Honestly? At first I did not believe it at all. What’s an absurd?, I thought. Well, how can any
scarf help me? It is even not woollen. I visited the scarf application sessions just because other
physiotherapy procedures were appointed approximately at the same time. But already at the
very first session with the SCREENTEX scarf, I was surprised: there was a slight sense of a
discomfort in the area of the throat, tingling, tickling. And then such warm covered my throat as
if I sat with a moist heat compress. I visited the SCREENTEX sessions during a week; one
session with wrapping lasted 30 minutes. Every time after a session I felt improvements. Besides
I had painful neck joints from behind and something pressed on my hindhead from inside; – now
everything has gone.

- And you ordered the scarf for your constant wearing, correct? (SC)
- Yes. At first I came to the website and read about SCREENTEX. I acquired the scarf. By the
way, the free of charge delivery gladdened me. And since then I noticed that my immunity got
much stronger. Now as soon as I feel that I get sick, I heat myself in a hot bath, wrap my throat
with the scarf and go to bed. And in morning I am as a new one! What a pity that I have not
heard about SCREENTEX before. Now to everyone I recommend your biofield-based fabric as
an excellent prophylactic and health-supporting thing. And especially significant, in my opinion,
is the fact that this fabric activated body’s personal resources, switches on its natural protection

and self-tuning. And one does not need to swallow “chemicals”. I think that with time, I would
manage to forget all about my ENT-diseases.
- From the heart, we wish you this result. Say please could you in brief summarize your
reference on SCREENTEX? (SC)
- Let me see … Perhaps, like this: SCREENTEX is a reliable protection against harmful
emissions, an effective self-regulation and an active support for a body.
- Thank you for your reference and have a nice day! (SC)
-----------How does it work?
The scarf is made of the unique biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX and lined with a decorative
fabric from one or two sides. Exclusive technologies of our production made this scarf an
effective prophylactic agent as well as a good health-recovering addition to multimodality
therapy of ENT-infections, acute respiratory viral infections, disorders of cervical and other
joints, of central and peripheral nervous system. The scarf works on the principle of bioresonance therapy. In fact, SCREENTEX is a tool of energy correction of various disorders and
aberrations. Also it is amplifier of human personal healthy biorhythms. Being subjected to the
beneficial action of the fabric SCREENTEX, in a natural way, a human body is tuned and starts
to “vibrate” on healthy frequencies. Another advantage: SCREENTEX protects a human being
against harmful industrial and natural electromagnetic emissions. This is why it is recommended
to wear the products made of our biofield-based fabric as a protection in airports, underground,
close to powerful sources of industrial and domestic electromagnetic emissions and during
natural calamities, such as magnetic storms, great pressure difference, etc.
One can wear the scarf made of the fabric SCREENTEX constantly as a common scarf; and in a
case of an arrival of a discomfort sense one can put it on for 30 to 40 minutes a day for
prophylactics. Or for the same time but as many as twice a day, if you, for example, caught cold
in nose and throat and feel not well.
The fabric, the scarf is made of, is light, safe and practicable. There are both male and female
colorations. The scarves withstand many-times-repeated laundries with use of common
detergents in warm water. Our goods do not lose their unique features after the laundry. Pay
attention: the scarf SCREENTEX is delivered free of charge and can be a wonderful present for
you dear person.
The fabric "SCREENTEX" has got certificates, experts’ conclusions and awards of international
exhibitions.
SCREENTEX is a reliable protection against harmful emissions, an effective selfregulation and an active support for a body.

Shawl
With our special correspondent (SC), Maria Feodorovna, pensioner, shares her impressions on
the shawl made of the fabric SCREENTEX.
- Good afternoon, Maria Feodorovna, how are you?
How is your spirit? (SC)
- Oh, thanks Goodness, now I am well. Thank you!
- And before? Would you tell us? (SC)
- Yes, I would. Why not. I felt myself on all my age of
68: now here is painful, now there is caught, now here
is grasped. But mainly I suffered because of my back
and turning my neck was painful, too. So always I
marched this way: bended as if I brought a sac with
potatoes on my back. And starting from autumn,
through winter and spring, on the least occasion, I
coughed. My lungs are weak. Now I catch bronchitis,
now inflammatory disorders. Erstwhile, I lied in clinics
twice per half a year, and this way until a warm season
would come. Well, at us, in St. Pete, you know, it is
muggy, gloomy, and windy. So I got sick time-by-time.
- And how did our shawl SCREENTEX come up to
you? How is it to you? Was it pleasing? (SC)
- The shawl was presented me for my birthday by my
children. They said they heard that your fabric just does miracles. They considered like this: even
if the talk about the wonder-features is a lie, it will be for beauty. – And they presented it to me.
- Well, this is right, too. Did you like the present? (SC)
- Of course I liked it! How can it be that such beauty is not pleased? All the more so that my
children selected it, with love.
- Well, how is it? Do you wear it? Have you started to feel better?
- Wearing. Both when I am going somewhere on affairs and sometimes at home I put it on. At
first I even wore it quite often: I just felt that it heated my back. My neck started to turn aside
without a pain. So during about a month, your fabric warmed me up, recovered my health. So
they did not cheat us, about the features. I threw off the “sac with potatoes” from my shoulders
and with it about 20 years back in my senses. I do all my affairs at home and even sing songs as
in my youth. As for shopping, I started to be brave visiting the distant shop, where the food
products are with discounts for pensioners. And I even travelled for visiting my woman-friend.
Thanks to my children for their care, for the present and to you for inventing such clever and
caressing thing.
- You are welcome. Wear and enjoy it and be healthy! Well, I’ve got the last request to you:
could you please mark the most important (in your opinion) advantage of this shawl?
SCREENTEX is… what? (SC)
- SCREENTEX is a wonder-fabric and a second youth of my body. With it I feel more
healthy and full of forces.
- Thank you for the conversation. (SC)
--------------------------How does it work?
The shawl is produced of the unique bio-field-based fabric SCREENTEX, There are
neither prototypes nor equivalents of it in the World. It is lined with a decorative fabric from two
sides. The fabric SCREENTEX is a newest Russian development, basis of which was discovered

in frame of space and nano-technologies. The shawl is used for human body protection from
external sources of harmful electromagnetic emission as well as for internal bio-correction of
human personal energetic field. The shawl creates an effect of resonance and rehabilitates a
human body. The bio-field-based fabric initiates processes of normalization of all the vital
systems of a body; it restores natural functions of different organs. Also in an excellent way it
trains the immunity system. Therefore the fabric SCREENTEX is effective for prophylactics and
as an additional measure in multimodality therapy for diverse diseases.
The shawl can be worn either constantly during a day or periodically on the 1 to 3 times
per day basis in order to take off (if needed) painful senses in the area of neck, back or chest.
Also the fabric is suitable for harmonization of psychic-emotional state. The shawl is warm and
soft; there are various colorations and decoration patterns. The material is well-breathing, safe,
easy to take care of; – it needs just washing in warm water with use of common detergents. As
for its features and its attractive appearance, the fabric does not lose them after washing.
The fabric "SCREENTEX" has got certificates, experts’ conclusions and awards of
international exhibitions.
SCREENTEX is a wonder-fabric and a second youth of your body. With the shawl
SCREENTEX you will feel more healthy and full of forces.

Helmet
About the helmet made of the fabric SCREENTEX, our special correspondent (SC) has a
conversation with Catherine, the bookkeeper.
- Good morning, Catherine, please tell us your story on how the helmet made of the fabric
SCREENTEX helped to you. (SC).
- With pleasure. I’ve got the whole “bunch” of problems with my health. I am a hypertensive
patient. And plus to it, the last winter, I slipped down, I fell down so unluckily that hit my
hindhead. Apparently, on that day, I kind of received a brain concussion but I did not apply to an
out-patient clinic; – why not? I had too urgent task in those day: the bookkeeping report
preparation. Now I am sorry for that decision. I had to. So in general the state of my health –
which was not very good even without it, – even worsened since that winter. Except of my
hypertonic pains and weakness, periodically, I felt giddy, “flies” twinkled in front of my eyes, I
felt a pressure on my temples, I went hot and cold. During magnetic storms and in a case of a
sudden weather change, my head was splitting unmercifully. I was tortured with insomnia; a
depression started at me. I wanted nothing. As for drugs, they did not bring much help. I forgot,
what it is, feeling well. My maximum was to fell normally or tolerably.
- Yes, indeed, very unpleasant state. Well, how did you learn about the SCREENTEX and what
was next? (SC)
- About the fabric SCREENTEX, my girl-friend told to me. She possessed a wonderful soft
shawl. She gave it to me for a week, for wearing. I put on the shawl as a kerchief, at home, in
evenings. Well, the fabric surprised me. I fell asleep without problems, my headaches became
much less intensive. Then I visited the site with an intention to buy such shawl for myself, too.
But among the products I found the helmet SCREENTEX. It is a little bit cheaper and fits better
for specifics of my “sores”. I ordered it for myself and since then I use it. Very content. I feel
very much better and my energy increased. As for weather, I react much rarer on it, I have
enough sleep, I am less nervous, I do not feel giddy; now I am not in a fear to go off into a faint
somewhere in a municipal transport vehicle. After all, previously, I was in fear to take even a
short trip.
- We are very glad for you. Please, characterize in brief our development: (SC)
- SCREENTEX is health rehabilitation, prophylactics and energy recharging for the body!
- Great! Thank you. (SC)

Few words on how it works:
The helmet is produced from the innovational
biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX of increased
density; and it is lined with a decorative fabric. It
guards
a
human
body
against
harmful
electromagnetic emissions, geo-pathogen and
industrial influences. The biofield-based fabric
works on the basis of the bio-resonance effect. It
corrects and harmonizes a human personal biofield,
re-distributes energy, re-tunes bio-rhythms of a
human being from “ill” frequencies to “healthy”
ones. Gratifying to the both external and internal
action of the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX, all
the body’s natural vital functions restore and the
immunity strengthens. Any painful senses disappear
step-by-step.
The
SCREENTEX
exclusive
technologies allow prophylactics implementation and
do an effective addition to the traditional treatment
of various diseases.
The helmet can be worn twice a day for 30 to
40 minutes. For example, in mornings and in
evenings. Or it is appropriate wearing it when needed and staying in it as long time as it will be
comfortable for you and necessary for your feeling improvement. The helmet fabric is light, it is
well breathable, safe and easy to take care of. The helmet is washed with use of common means
(soap or powders) in warm water.
The fabric "SCREENTEX" has got certificates, experts’ conclusions and awards of
international exhibitions.
SCREENTEX is health rehabilitation, prophylactics and energy recharging for the body!

Childish cover
About the childish cover SCREENTEX, our special correspondent (SC) had a talk with Elinna,
mom of 5-years-old Artiom.
With Elinna and her little son Tommy, we communicated during their airing stay on a children's
playground,
- Good afternoon, Elinna. Recently you acquired at us a childish cover for your son; please share
your impressions. (SC)
- Good afternoon. As for impressions, there is not many of them at us so far. We use the cover
for not a long time. My Tommy is a hyperactive kid. At first, they even diagnosed ADHS at us
(syndrome of attention deficit at hyperactivity), but afterwards this diagnosis was taken off; now
only the hyperactivity stayed. So he is a scamp at me. And in addition, he sleeps not tightly. The
reasons, why I bought the cover SCREENTEX, were two. I did it because we live in an
unfavourable district. There is the television broadcasting center not far from us: there are many
emissions including harmful ones. Besides, I did it of course because of the hyperactivity. I
heard that your wonder-fabric influences the nervous system well and increases the immunity,
too.
- Absolutely right. It is preferable for people living in districts with increased electromagnetic
and industrial emissions to have a protection against them, at least with aid of our fabric. By the
way, the cover can be used for younger kids, too; – it is possible to lay it onto a baby carriage or
beddy-bye. (SC)
- I myself (Elinna continues) cover my body with Tommy’s cover from time to time. For
example, when I watch television while he plays. I noticed that my menstrual pains disappeared
and my lumbus stopped to bother me at day end. Apparently, it was something important inside
of me your SCREENTEX has regulated to a correct direction.
- Yes. Certainly, the cover can be used by adults, too. And yet, what about Tommy? (SC).
- Well, one can not peep into his body, of course! (Elinna laughs) But judging on the fact that the
cover rehabilitates my own health, I would rather think that its positive action affects him, too.
As for now, I can say for sure that he fells asleep better and sleeps more tightly. And in whole he
kind of became a little bit calmer. At least, from the playground we go home without hysterical
cries. Oh, yes, yet I try to cover him with the thing when he watches his cartoons or childish
programs. After all, this way, less emission affects him. Correct?
- Sure, correct! I wish health and welfare to your family! In addition, Elinna, please be so kind
and enunciate the use of SCREENTEX in one phrase. (SC)
- SCREENTEX is a soft care of yourself and your future!

--------------How does it work?
The bio-energetic childish cover made of the unique fabric
SCREENTEX is meant for protecting childish body from
external electromagnetic emission as well as from domestic
emission – one of computers, home electric devices,
household appliances. Besides, the biofield-based fabric
SCREENTEX promotes normalization of different vital
processes of a body, for example of metabolism or digestion.
Beneficially it influences a child’s nervous system and
emotional state. Would you like to calm down a kid quickly?
Wrap him/her in our cover, take uppy, whisper, how tenderly
you love him/her and what a wonderful child he/she is, and
that he/she is the best child even if capricious. In a safe and
effective way, the cover SCREENTEX restores the human
bio-energetic field. It strengthens immunity, regulates work of
internal organs, increases resistance to stress, eliminates
different painful senses; besides, in an excellent way it serves
as a prophylactic agent during the seasonal acute respiratory
viral infections and “waves” of flue. At children, it improves
their sleep and overall health, it takes off a muscular tension, adds forces and activates body
defenses.
The fabric, of which the cover is sewn, is well-breathing, non-toxic; it withstands regular
laundries in warm water, it does not require any special detergents or a special care.
The fabric "SCREENTEX" has got certificates, experts’ conclusions and awards of international
exhibitions. It was tested in numerous medical centers; all the documentation on it you will find
among buyers’ references on the SCREENTEX official website.
SCREENTEX is a soft care of yourself and your future!

Facial mask
About the action of the facial mask made of the fabric SCREENTEX, our special correspondent
(SC) asked Svetlana, the broadcaster of mews programs on one of Russian regional TV
channels.
- Good afternoon, Svetlana, you look wonderful. Please tell us about the mask SCREENTEX,
which recently you acquired at us. (SC)
- Good afternoon. I like the mask. Its action on my skin is better than the same of many beauty
salons’ procedures. It refreshes and rejuvenates the face, improves its color, smoothes small
crowfeet, takes off eyes strain. In whole, after a half an hour under the mask SCREENTEX, I am
ready to the TV ether. It is important for me. Often I am on camera, I had to look ideally. Well, it
is very convenient if you’ve got a “mini-beauty-salon” at home.
- Tell me please, you use only the mask made of the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX or in
addition you do something else for supporting your skin beauty and youth? (SC)
- But certainly, not only. For a night, I spread a moisturizing cream; periodically I do fruity
masks, obligatory I use peeling and anti-ageing cream. But above the spread cosmetics,
necessarily, I put on the mask made of the fabric SCREENTEX. This strengthens action of
cosmetic formulations significantly. For my profession, this is necessity; and the mask
SCREENTEX is one of the main conditioning agents. I recommend it to every woman. At first
the price can frighten away, this is not cheap. BUT!!! The regular visits to cosmeticians and
beauty salons will cost much more. Having a rest with your wonderful mask on my face not only
rehabilitates skin health but in general it tones me up actually, I think so. Every time after the
“session” I feel much more awake and vigorous than before …
- Great! Could you say few words about the mask SCREENTEX in laconical and most relevant
way? (SC)
- Of course. SCREENTEX is a delicate support and a soft care of health and beauty.
---------How does it work?
The fabric SCREENTEX is the unique modern development of Russian scientists. The special
biofield-based structure of the fabric SCREENTEX enters into resonance with a human energetic
field and restores normal functioning of organs and body’s vital systems. The fabric equalizes a
biofield, retards physical aging, tones up, and strengthens immunity. Besides the fabric
SCREENTEX guards a person from action of external electromagnetic fields of various
industrial and technical sources: electrical power transmission lines, stations and nodes of
communication, airports, underground traffic, radar detection installations, household appliances
and electronics.
The care of the mask is not difficult: after the procedure, it is necessary to wipe it with a vet cloth
or napkin (better with hydrogen peroxide) and, with time and impurity emergence, the mask
needs to be washed with non-aggressive
detergent. After drying up, it can be ironed
with a warm appliance.
The fabric "SCREENTEX" has got
certificates, medical experts’ conclusions as
well as awards of international exhibitions.
SCREENTEX is a delicate support and a
soft care of health and beauty.

Documentation

«Screentex» fabric at protection of subtle energy
Finally the science has advanced so far
ahead that recognized things that so-called
shamans, healers and later psyhics tried to
convey. The science revealed those energy,
which can be easily influenced by envious
people. That is commonly known as «evil
eye».
Pay attention, nowadays we are informed
from all possible meadia sources that except strong energy and powerful interactions
which can be easily measured, felt and recorded, there are others, absolutely different –
subtle energies or fields.
Earlier they were denied by science, and everybody who tried to argue that was
considered as heretic. Today all stereotypes, which have been stored for years in our
heads, failed. And they were succeeded by new understanding of how deep is a human
body, understanding of existence of subtle energies which need strong protection against
negative impact.
Conversation about old from a new perspective
Such terms as "aura" or "energy vampire" were considered as something unserious
earlier. And people look sceptical on those ones who talked about that as real objects .

Today the majority of mankind realized that each of us is not
only mechanically influenced, but also depends on integrity of
the energy sheath. And there must be ways to protect it – a
special armor which if won't protect completely, then minimize
as much as possible an energy stress.

Such a unique tool having no analogs in the world is Screentex
fabric - powerful bipolar protection of an organism against the
electromagnetic influence caused by artificial sources such as:






broadcasting stations
TVs
computers
power lines
radars

 radiophones etc.
Besides, carrying out a function of a shield, it is capable to "heal" energy wounds, restore
human bioenergy field, and so recover our health.
«Sсreentex» is the only panacea for energy attacks
Humans live their lives surrounded by numerous pathogenic factors, which inevitably
lead to abnormal changes of an organism. They arise at the bioenergy level and gradually
lead to cellular changes.
And if we can not refuse from all benefits of our civilization, then at least we have to take
care of the protection. This aim was pursued by Alexander Titomir (the scientist, one of
developers of space shutlle «Buran» and the author of huge number of scientific works)
when he worked under Screentex fabric, unique in its characteristics, possessing
surprising opportunities and having a number of licenses and certificates.
Why this fabric so interesting? This material is not simply protects, but helps to restore
and enrich energy. So, it brings even very sick
person to healthy life. This is specially developed
substance which penetrates into fabric and its
threads. Then this fabric is used for production
such usual items as:
 plaids
 scarfs
 baby blankets etc.

Using thoese items helps to improve the biofield, creating effect of balance in an
organism. They function as the screen which doesn't let pathogenic factors influence on
the person and pushes the organism to self-restoration.
Screentex wonderful fabric – the myth or reality?

It is quite natural that not everyone believes in existence of such a fabric. But there will
be a certain percent of people who can trust in facts. Well, probably, such approach is
correct one, because it is health at stake.
The complete proof of strong Screentex effect showed on the device of doctor Korotkov,
who can visually record that positive influence on aura of the tired or sick person, that is
A. Titomir talking about.
Break-up of aura, its uneven and weak sheath, color change and other pathologies – all
these can be restored by «Screentex» fabric. And all data received on Korotkov's device
really confirmed that.

Whether it means, that the mankind enters the new millennium? It can be judged this or
that way. But the fact that wonderful fabric helps to isolate the person from any negative
impact, applying new technologies, is obvious.
Living in the artificial environment, the person comes every day into a fight with
invisible aggressors in the form of any energy. And why not protect ourselves by
impenetrable shield with help of Skrinteks fabric?

«Bipolar fabric»: alternative to traditional medicine or…?

Pills are never too much! (?)
Have you ever wondered why medicines influence on different
people not equally? Even the most effective medicine, which
brilliantly passed all imaginable tests, in practice brings fast healing
not to everybody.
Someone feels the effect on the first day after use. Someone needs a
week or even more to be personally convinced of medicine’s
effectiveness. And someone doesn't feel recovery even using a “miracle pill” some weeks in a
row.
Why this happens? What a nonsense? And the main thing, whether we can change such a sad
situation?
The matter is that is that efficiency of impact on an organism of this or that medicine directly
depends on a hormonal background, and also on the common condition of the central nervous
system.
"Catalyst" of successful therapy
In other words, if we are under psycological stress (which, by the
way, not by all of us and isn't always realized in full), even the most
effective pill or treatment, probably, won't give us relief. In case the
effect is reached, it will be very weak and short.
That's why many patients, especially those with heavy diagnosis,
are prescribed a hospitalization. It is considered that being on care in a hospital ward a human
substantially calms down. The number of external irritants is minimized, so that patient’s
nervous system comes to a harmonious state. Partially, that's the way it is.
However there are nuances, as you understand. For example, there is type of people (and it’s
difficult to say they are very few in number), who worse than ever bear a hospital stay. Needless
to say, that hospital treatment will only deteriorate the psycological state of such patients. And,
as a result, may have a boomerang effect.
The enemy is invisible, but ruthless
Unfortunately, not only obvious factors such as stress at work or problems in relationships bring
disharmony in our nervous system. Magnetic radiation from electric devices, which our flats
literally stuffed with, also contribute a lot to destroying our health.
And is it any wonder? It's not a secret, that electric devices give absolutely special radiations.
Invisible to a human eye, they have the most powerful and extremely harmful impact.
However electromagnetic radiation influences not directly on organism. Progressive scientific
researches already proved the fact of existence of a biofield, a peculiar energy sheath around our
physical body. It is remarkable that the real sheath consists of a set of the interpenetrating
magnetic fields.
The radiations created by electric devices are alien to our biofield. And therefore have extremely
aggressive character. Electromagnetic waves in literal sense attack our energy sheath.
Results are more than dismal: there are dents and even holes on human biofield. Actually the
whole organism is under attack. And most of all ̶ our central immune and nervous systems.

Result guarantee
«Bipolar fabric» SCREENTEX, developed by progressive
Russian scientists (engineers, technologists, designers)
possesses really unique properties.
While contacting a human body, even shortly, this material
eliminate destructive impact of alien electromagnetic
waves on our biofield.
Besides, it successfully restores integrity of biofield. Due to
that all internal processes in an organism are normalized. The central nervous system quickly
comes back to a healthy and harmonious state. Organism resistance increases.
So, «bipolar fabric» literally «gives green light» to self-recovery process. And this is in itself
sharply increases efficiency of all used medicines.
A tandem, but not a confrontation
Which makes it telling, and significant, that wide use of "bipolar fabric" doesn't reject the idea of
traditional medicine efficiency at all. On the contrary, the material patented by SCREENTEX
company is an excellent addition to the standard therapeutic methods. And not only addition, but
also very powerful tool to strengthen traditional methods.
And that is exactly what we call an integrated approach to recovery process! The approach which
is well-proved today.
When using functional products made of "bipolar fabric" SCREENTEX, you can be sure of
effectiveness of medicines you take. From now on medicines will bring desirable results much
faster, and at smaller doses.
We will note also that "bipolar fabric" will help you not only increase efficiency of medicines,
medical procedures and surgery. It will help you also feel better results from such practices as
weight loss, diets, and even yoga excersises.
SCREENTEX: health and prosperity to every house!
"Bipolar fabric" has already changed the life of thousands of
people worldwide. Let it come into your life too. Your sex, age and
social status absolutely don't matter.
Believe that "bipolar fabric" SCREENTEX can make you really
healthy, joyful and successful!
Convenient and practical revitalizing products made of "bipolar fabric" by SCREENTEX
company will show you, that the means of nonconventional medicine based on progressive
scientific approach are capable to work miracles!

Secret of my friend's youth and beauty is
revealed. So, you can do it too!
But why? Why life is so unfair to me ?!
I look at my friend, and wonder how she manages
to look always good, feel great, and even shine
other people with energy and optimism? And I'm
like a squeezed lemon, with sour face and nonstop
grumbling and frustration feeling. Actually I
already bothered with that all the closest people
around me. Though me and my friend Natasha are
of the same age, studied in parallel classes ...

On photo: my firend Natalia.

But Natasha is well over 20, just like me!
Why such a big difference between us? I feel
like I'm 50, and what about you? 25-30? And
you even look younger than me…
Once I learned this "terrible" secret of her youth,
beauty and joy. How really simple it turned out to
be! I even felt a little ashamed of myself, or rather
of my lack of knowledge on this topic (I'm a doctor,
I should have guessed at least !).
On photo: me.

Why do people get old?
Human biofield, its physical health, biological age, the quality and length of life
have a direct link with each other. Moreover, this fact is proved by scientists. What
exactly kind of a link and how strong it is? I think, you also do not mind to know
the answer to this question. That's what Natasha told me. By the way, she is the
physician-nutritionist, so she explains everything on the usual for her "cellular
level".
The body cells need energy for timely renovation and proper functions. But where
to take the energy from? All of the processes within cells give a certain amount of

energy, but most of it is taken from the protective sheath of the human body – the
biofield. While biofield is undamaged and inside of it is normal distribution of
energy waves, people feel young, healthy and full of energy. Usually we feel that
in the age of 20 years.
After 20 years the body begins to get old. The aging process affects all levels of the
human body, including its bio-field (aura). And it is exactly begins on aura level.
The impact of adverse environmental conditions, poor nutrition, bad habits, stress,
energy vampiring, electromagnetic fields of household appliances and so on, cause
loss of the human energy sources. As a result body cells cannot get sufficient
amount of energy, and become oxidized ans lose the abilitty to function proper
way and make new cells. So, we get old , and not only externally but also
internally. There happen age-related alterations such as plural internal diseases,
reduced physical and mental activity, lost interest in life ... Well, that's a gloomy
picture.
So, secret of youth is revealed!

The solution is bipolar
fabric Screentex. What's
this kind of a fabric,
Natalia did not tell
me. But she told me how
this fabric works.
We need to wrap it round
or just cover with it or sit
/ lie down on it in a
relaxed atmosphere for
about 40-60 minutes. It's
enough to use 1 time a day, for example in the evening after a hard working day.
There are no contraindications or any other restrictions to the use of bipolar fabric
Screentex. There are no any side effects and complications as well. Because the
applied material influences only on the human biofield, redistributing properly the
energy flows inside and outside of the body, and compensating a lack of energy in
one place thanks to its own surplus in the other place.

As a result this energy is enough to maintain vital functions of existing cells and
their new formation. So, it means that all the organs, tissues and vessels of the
body are renovating.

In addition, the
endocrine system is
also included in the
active process of
rejuvenation. The
endocrine system is
responsible for all the
necessary balanced
secretion of
hormones and
endogenous synthesis
of amino acids.

On photo: test result
before bipolar fabric
40 min wrap and
after. Check the
results even after 1
procedure.

Besides, specialists note that with regular use of bipolar fabric Screentex
functionality of stem cells inreases in 1,5-2 times.
So, human rejuvenation and healing take place only due to the compensation of our
own energy, which helps to prevent and stop early aging process. If you use
bipolar fabric or any other company products: bedding sheet, blanket, scarf,
sunglasses, capsule and etc.
(you can see product range and choose some-thing on our web-site
http://screentex.ru/katalog-produktsii) regularly, then the process of reducing of
the biological age will be strongly visible even among elederpronounced even in
the oldeк age group (40% with 3 years). Young people practically stop getting old.

As for women in premenopausal period, their normal menstrual cycle is restored.
And as for men, they have fixed extension of reproductive function, increasing
sperm motility and sperm quality.

Although it's hard to believe, but fact remains. I saw my friend personally, I
compared her appearance with mine. And inside of me, to my great shame, it
rouse nasty envy feeling. Natasha literally shined from inside, glowed and burned
with some inner fire of life. Her eyes sparkled, her lips smiled, and her activity, joy
and vitality just amazed me! And this all is in autumn, when most of people are
sick, melancholic or fall into severe depression! I could not help but see what kind
of miracle fabric it was, that so many people talking about. By the way, some of
the reviews didn't surprise me, for example, that one about reduce of the biological
age of one woman from Kaliningrad. I have a "living" example before my eyes my friend Natasha.
1 year later…
After a while we met again with Natalia. I thought she looked already 20 years
(damn it! I even couldn't see the "crow's feet" on her face!). She told me that she is
still using Screentex fabric. And she is not going to stop. Then I laughed at her:
«Hope you will not become so young that need to buy Pampers for you!». She
replied: «I cannot, even with such an effective fabric, it is impossible, because time
runs and we are getting old. We can only hold on its run with help of Screentex
fabric, and protect ourselves from disease and prolong our life. Even for some
years. This what I take into account because I need to raise children and
grandchildren».
We stop at that. I seriously thought about my life, my children's and and
grandchildren's lives. I think no matter how much this material cost, I need to buy

it. Sure, now I still have "almost nowhere" and "almost nothing" in my body to
hurt me, but in ten years what will happen to me? I can only afford to buy
medicines for my slalary! And how much will cosmetics or plastic surgey cost to
hide your age? No, in any case, bipolar fabrics is worth buying it. It can be used for
many years without lost of its effect. You can wash it more than once when
needed. All things considered! I order Screentex fabric. Well, or maybe a
plaid. No, better capsule. Once again better look at the site, and choose.Are you
with me?
Severyukhina Irina doctor – physician.

Unique «Screentex» fabric will help children not to be ill
Healthy and calm, and a straight-A student, indiffirent to computer games – this is a perfect
parents dream! But sadly an impossible one… Really?
Psychologists call to love their children for what they really are – cry-babies, fidgets, flunkies,
"indigo babies", and God knows who else.
Well, if there is no choice, we will
love them as they are. But maybe we
can help our children? Frequent
splashes of hysteria, problems at
school, restlessness etc. can be the
signal of neurosis or problems with
personal development. Or it can be
even worse:physiologically the child
looks perfect, and the psychological
background is good as well. But there
happens a headache, and more often
«F» got in school, and louder
scandals. And it's just a step from
disease on psychosomatic level:
allergy, psoriasis, diabetes, asthma ...
endless and scareful list!
And wise grandmothers talk about the evil eye, but scientists - about the damage of the energy
field. The definition is not so important, what is important is that it can cause any outer influence
or conflict, a surge of hormones or suppressed resentment. Usually doctors can't cure in this case,
they just concluding: "be patient until it goes away with age." Thoughtful physicians recommend
a complex approach, including the absence of medicines prescription and
reflexology. Researches conducted by neurologists in "Gazprom" clinic (see. "Reviews" on site
www.screentex.ru), have shown that a simple plaid made of bipolar material could restore your
own bio-energy field and also protect it from the harmful effects, pathogenic radiation and other
bad impact. And there is no age limits to use it. Parental experience said the following:
.
 Things made of «Screentex» fabric is effective alone, or together with medicine use.
Simple scarf around sore throat gives not only relief from pain, but also lowers the
temperature;
 It’s comfortable and cozy! No bitter pills and too sweetened syrups, no injections and
visits to clinic. Just 30-4- min under «Screentex» plaid is enough;
 The effect is visible at once: your anxiety decreases, your sleep and appetite becomes
better, you get interested in studying and feel calm, you computer addiction lowers.
According to reviews from people used «Screentex» glasses - teenagers and students wearing
them at least 15 minutes a day get eye tension relief. And 30-40 minutes under «Screentex»
bipolar plaid help to feel better after a hard day in school taking into consideration seven or eight
lessons in a row, tutoring, sections, and so on.
Products made of "Screenntex" fabric have no contraindications for pregnancy. Moreover, it can
have a tremendous support during pregnancy - both for future mother and child. During this
period a child doesn't have an immune system and a woman has a low level of it it.
Meanwhile, a lot of women do not think about how bad is any radiation and spend hours sitting
at the computer, watching TV, cooking in the super-hitech kitchens among tons of gadgets
emitting electromagnetic waves. And they chat in social networks (connecting via wi-fi!),

placing on their belly (with a child inside) big smartphone. One may argue that such a life, and
pregnant women have to work! Well, if you can not take a break, then all these outer influences
simply to avoid using «Screentex» blanket.
.
Besides, it is very beautiful and
useful gift for new parents, that
miracle blanket will not only protect
delicate baby biofiled from harmful
impact (remember «evil eye»?), but
also will give a baby (and his/her
parents) healthy deep sleep. Baby
blanket "Screentex" can and should
be used during a walk or at home, in
a baby cot. For such a gift you will
exactly say "thank you."

Since the effectiveness of blankets
and plaids made of «Screentex»
fabric is confirmed independent suidies, then there are no contraindications for its use in
organized children's institutions. Including kindergartens, where it helps to solve the problem of
aggressive and hyperactive kids, who may damage the process of education.

SCREENTEX defends women’s health
It is unlikely that there are any women who do not know about gynecological problems. Women's
ills are so important to treat on time and in correct way in order not to let them influence
negatively on one the most important function of female body –
reproduction.
Women are especially sensitive when due to gynecological
problems they can not become pregnant or carry a child. That's
why there are usually huge queues to the offices of "female
doctors". But now the traditional medicine has an unusual
assistant that can already facilitate the work of gynecologists,
especially if it is regularly used as a preventive measure.
We present for you that wonderful assistant – bipolar fabric
«SCREENTEX». This is an innovative high-tech development
of Russian scientists, engineers and technologists, produced
using nanotechnology and space technologies, tested on the
modern medical equipment and practiced in the several clinics
in Russia and abroad. Detailed medical reports, facts and
details of work with patients, including patients with
gynecological and urological problems, can be found on the
official website of «SCREENTEX» company in the category reviews: http://screentex.ru/otzivi
Products made of «SCREENTEX» fabric: bedding sheets , blankets, shawls, medical capsules
and whole rooms of bioenergetic correction with special equipment - are effective in treatment
along with pharmacology, physiotherapy, reflexology, and as monotherapy for strong menstrual
and post-operative pains, some neurological disorders, and long impact of negative
environmental factors. «SCREENTEX» is especially recommended for people whose work
related with extreme external environment: harmful electromagnetic and geo-pathogenic
radiation. It's recommended as well for airport, communication stations and X-ray rooms
employees. Once again, we emphasize that «SCREENTEX» is not a panacea for everything and
do not replace traditional treatment. BUT! This is a unique material which speeds recovery and
greatly facilitates the patient's condition. Excellent results were obtained with regular use of
productsmade of bipolar «SCREENTEX» fabric (during 5-7 days sessions of 40 - 60 minutes) in
the complex treatment of such gynecological problems and diagnoses as:
- algomenorrhea and amenorrhea. Severe menstrual pain disappear within 3 days without
medication. With regular use will not be returned;
- submucous myoma in combination with endometriosis. The intensity and duration of
uterine bleeding are reduced;
- chronic adnexitis, vulvodynia, vaginitis, oophoritis, parametritis and other inflammatory
diseases of the female organs;
- a wide spectrum of symptoms of menopausal syndrome. Gone tides "hot", sweating,
headaches, insomnia and high pressure are gone;
- sexual functions (male and female), increased libido;
- various gynecological pains, including postoperative;
- urological disorders.
Beside of gynecological problems, «SCREENTEX» successfully cope with vascular
dystonia, hypertension, disorders of the peripheral and central nervous systems, cardiovascular
diseases, including coronary insufficiency, depression, sleep disorders, and immune
disorders. The absence of side effects makes it possible to use the «SCREENTEX» fabric by all
people and in all conditions, including home.

« How come is that possible? How does it work? Isn't it a fiction? "- I'm sure you have
already asked all thesee question to yourself. Yu can read more about it on the official
«SCREENTEX» website: http://screentex.ru/o-materiale
And find there medical reports and experiments, look through certificates etc. But briefly, we can
explain following:
The fabric works with the human biofield. It reflects the incoming harmful electromagnetic
radiation and redistributes the electromagnetic field of the person, so that "turns on" bioenergetic
self-regulation (self-tuning) of the body: the natural physical functions are restored, and various
violations are blocked, but work of all systems of vital activity is adjusted. All the results of
«SCREENTEX» products use evidence their effectiveness for health, rehabilitation and
preventive health measures. Technology «SCREENTEX» is unique, has certificates, conclusions
of experts and awards at international exhibitions. There are no similar developments in the
world!

The intrigue of gynecological diseases is that
some of them begin and take place in the early
stages asymptomatic, causing significant
damage to the women's health
body. Preventive wrapping cloth
«SCREENTEX» fabric wrapping has a
preventive effect. It blocks development of
various negative processes in the female body
at the very beginning, while they have not
caused significant harm to thewomen's
health. That is why the «SCREENTEX»
products is particularly recommended for
women. It is enough to wrap plaid or shawl
around at home and have, or lay down on the
bedding sheet. You can even hide from time
to tome in «SCREENTEX» fabric capsule to
feel much better.. Your body effected by
miracle fabric will find the source of problems
and start the healing process by
itself. «SCREENTEX» defends your health
and "boost" natural processes in your
body. This lis a big step in modern medicine
and bio-energy. And w are especially pleased to note that this all is thanks to our Russian
scientists.

Minus 10 years or the best present
At the editorial office on my birthday, they presented me – a checkered scarf!
Stooped so low! Instead of a perfume and all the such –
I would say out but had no voice. Besides, I’ve
got a monstrously sore throat. And nothing
helped. Trying to be polite, I wrapped the scarf
around my neck – well, surprisingly pleasant!
Such tingling as if it was woolen but very soft
and the fabric is so interesting.
- Do you like it? (I was asked)
- Very much!
I replied and only afterwards realized that my
voice returned to me.
The girlfriend, who presented me the scarf,
narrated something about a biofield and how important is its “equalizing”. About biofields of
other people that “affect us everywhere”. About the fact that with aid of the same fabric it is
possible to “liquidate geological crust fractures”. Interesting, is it possible to fix my ever
cavorting parquet? Positively, there are a couple of fractures.
Opposite to me a woman-colleague sat as if enthroned. She was the editor of the economics
section. She wrote about a dollar exchange rate and crude oils and this is why she was always
wicked as mustard. Now she pressed keys in a quite benign frame of mind and shined with a
positive attitude. On her head, a helmet was set up similar to pharaoh’s one.
- May I touch?
- Go ahead,
She consented kindheartedly, this former Gorgon megera. The fabric was the same as at my
wonder-scarf.
- How’s your throat?
- Passed off.
- And my headache does not bother me any longer.
- Is it “Screentex” at you? Me, too! I’ve got a cover and a bedsheet. (Another woman stroke into
our conversation.) And finally my moron-daughter started sleeping. She just split from her
boyfriend and there is a tragedy at us all night long; mere nightmare, “I don’t want to live” and
all the kind of shit…
… Already in an hour, I drove there for an interview. Or for diagnostics. In whole in order to
pull my rank.
And again, it seemed to me that there was something unusual around: traffic jams and
roughnecks on the roads stayed the same and they pressed squeezed my biofield in the same
impudent way. And yet I did not know why, they did not wreck my nerves.
The program was as follows: a diagnostics, a half an hour in a sleeping bag – i.e. a capsule made
of the wonder-fabric, and again the diagnostics.
- Well, how are you?
The diagnostician asked it interestedly after making some jiggery-pokery on the device.
- Well, may I enquire, what is it,
around the manling? So untidy and
uneven.
- Well, this? Be so kind to see, this
is aura of yours.
- So ugly.
- We’ll correct! (I was promised it
generously).

Except of the capsule, there supposed to be put on me the already familiar helmet for my head, a
fine eyewear seemingly meant for sleep and cozy headphones with a music. How did it appear
for an outsider? Strange – but I, clearheaded, to the bone hard-boiled skeptic, did not think about
it.
It was warm and cradling. On my deep-rooted osteochondrosis, painful wrist joint, varicose
veins and endometriosis, vigorous shivers were running up and down, distributing lightness and
unfamiliar sense of felicity. Everything that ached, squeezed and tugged made a clean getaway.
… - There now! This is another thing altogether!
Sure enough! Now on the monitor, almost ideal oval shined, and the manling itself looked happy
emitting rainbow waves of buoyancy and optimism.
What? Is it me?!
- Well, just stand up and check yourself.
I got up. Looked in the window. I sort of – how to say – was struck dumb.
- Then this is – sort of – Miracle?
- Why? This are you as you must be. Everything restored on expense of transferring your own
energy, which re-reflected from the fabric back.
- Means what?
- Means like this. Now often it is
heard: “give me energy”, “restore my
energy”, “save your energy”. People
go to extrasensory perception
specialists; they are recharged by
energies; well, what next? And then
there takes place a logically following
shift-distortion in other place – why?
because whatever good is this bioenergy- therapist of yours, nevertheless
he/she is a foreigner for you. Just
imagine how many people pass him,
how much dirt and negative he
accumulates. And alongside with that
he/she penetrates into your innermost, one can say –
- Yak! –
- That’s it! That is not a task to obtain additional energy from wherever; the goal is using it
rationally and regularly. We wrapped you in our capsule, leaved alone – well, see please! Your
breaches have filled up, everything equalized, and now it will be quite easier for you to stand
against external influences. Now after you would drink vitamins and wrap yourself in our plaidblanket – altogether you will run as a teenager-girl.
- I am thirty five.
- Are you sure? Look at this.
On the display there was seen some green wave called “Gerontological graph” and the mark
stood on the reading – TWENTY FIVE?!
- So what? Happy birthday?
… I drove back as a blithe, smiling.
And only cannot get past the idea that..:
It’d be a good thing to have such huge and plush “Screentex”-plaid, so as to wrap the total our
taken sick world –
It is worth to study the website www.screentex.ru more attentively – On the other hand, I have
their telephone number, don’t I? +7 909 646 00 46 … I should call there and come again.
Interesting!
Tarasenkova Anna, journalist

Biofield-based fabric “SCREENTEX” is a step to female health
Painful menstruations or a menstrual cycle disorder, a
hysteromyoma and an endometriosis – this is far from a
complete list of diseases, which affect seriously not
only body senses but also a quality of life of a woman.
Along with it, an ailment true cause is not just hidden
in a disorder of her hormonal balance.
As a rule, this is already consequences of a more
serious pathology, which today is acknowledged by
physiologists, neuropathists, biologists and other
specialists conducting human body examination in
various areas. Any disease is, first of all, a violation of
a person’s energetic field, which inevitably breaks a
normal functioning rhythm of the central nervous
system (CNS).

Complex approach to treatment of gynecopathies
For treatment of gynecopathies, the official medicine proposes effective hormonal preparations and other
innovational drugs, which allow getting female health rehabilitation to a certain extent. But along with it,
they do not eliminate an initial cause of a disease.
This is why, in order to make a treatment more full-value and complex one, many clinics added the
following principally new approach to their armory:
 Plus to using medical preparations for women’s treatment, in parallel, in their multimodality
therapy, they applied the biofield-based fabrics “Screentex”.
Which means that making use of the unique features of the fabric (able to re-reflect an electromagnetic
emission of a female body and to restore its bio-energetic field), doctors managed amplifying a
pharmacotherapy by means of initiation of self-restoration mechanism acting on the level of the CNS.
Important evidences of such approach
effectiveness are results of "Screentex” fabric
using in gynecology. For example, it allows
eliminating causes of an early climacteric
syndrome. Upon that in the majority of cases, the
female patients recover already after 3-weeks-long
course of wrapping. Medical advisers notice that at
them:
 pressure normalizes
 shiver and headaches disappear
 bouts of night sweating and fever heat
stop.
Not less interesting results were obtained by medical specialists in area of treatment of more reluctant
disease – submucous myoma of metra in combination with endometriosis. Even without using medicated
preparations, after 4-weeks wrapping with the biofield-based fabric, an intensity and duration of uterine
bleedings decreased.

Female health rehabilitation on the basis of the fabric “Screentex” use

For any female patient, a schedule of necessary
therapy on the basis of the biofield-based fabric is
absolutely individual. Its duration depends both on
her biofield state and an extent of a disease
manifestation on the physical level.
For example, for treatment of such serious disease
as chronic adnexitis (inflammation of uterine
appendages), in the majority of cases, a single use of
the fabric “Screentex” can be enough.
At a complex approach, the effectiveness of female
body recovering after serious gynaecological diseases many times exceeds efficiency of medicated
treatment alone. In this case, all the pharmacology acts more effectively, while causing minimum harm.
(Its volumes and time of applying decrease). This is why one can categorically say that the fabric
“Screentex” is a new word in the gynecology and in female health rehabilitation in total.
Shcheglova Natalia, doctor- gynecologist

Bio-energetic Problems at Children
Under Age of 3 And Their Solution
Perhaps, it will turned out a revelation for you that in no way all the diseases come
“from nerves”, instead they come from damages of human invisible protective
membrane being a person’s biofield.
Biofield and Health – Is There a Connection?
About the bio-energetic field,
ancient philosophers, healers and
mystic-practicians knew; and it was
long before an official confirmation
of its existence by the modern
science. Some biofield descriptions
are encountered in ancient esoteric
doctrines: Buddhistic, Vedantic,
Taoist, Sufi, Cabbalistic and many
others. In some works, a human aura
is called “vital energy”, in others
“energy Chi”, and in some another
short and voluminous concept is
used “Prana”.
Modern scientists not only confirmed the existence of the second (bio-energetic)
body at a human being, but also they learned how to see it and how to obtain
colorful graphical pictures of it and also how to analyze an aura state. Specialists
proved – and besides those confirmations are not bare word-based ones nut instead
fixed with special devices – that a human biofield contains information about
health and life style of a “host”, his/her feelings, desires, ambitions and thoughts.
And on contrary, if bio-energetic coating is damaged, then a person’s overall
health worsens resulting in various diseases development.
How is biofield formed at children
A person’s biofield starts to be formed long before his/her birth, yet at mother’s
womb. The most part of a protective energetic coating of an embryo is created by a
woman herself – she does it with her thoughts, emotions and actions. For example
if an expectant mother is not happy with her pregnancy, then to a little person,

whom she would give birth, the life in this world will be uncomfortable. Or if a
woman during her child-bearing sticks to incorrect style of life, is sick often or
suffers from toxicosis, keeps in mind bad thoughts (envies, wishes ill to others),
then a little one will be born weak and sickly, and, possible, all his/her life he/she
will be tortured by illnesses.

HUMAN EMISSIONS
Diagnostics by method of gas-discharge visualization (GDV)
(Effect of spouses Kirlian)

A sick person; tears in his aura,
immunity is affected because of an
incorrect life style, great losses of
psychic energy

A healthy person;
his emission is even, without defects;
correct style of life; good potential of
psychic energy

A sick person; unevenness of energies
distribution. Fire-based diseases
(allergy, etc.) because of incorrect use
of psychic energy

Finally a biofield is formed only by 20 years and before this age in proportion to
child’s growth and development, all positive and negative factors are transformed
into complex bio-energetic structures, which are exactly what makes the protective
coating, the aura. Well, it depends only on a person him/herself, which will be
his/her biofield and correspondingly his state of health.
Age under 3 years – How does a child’s biofield influences his/her
health?
Just think over the statement that wanted and loved already in mothers’ wombs
children are born practically healthy. But if a mom has doubts, whether she needs
the baby, this will be the very first energoinformational stroke on a thin not formed
yet energetic coating of a child. Then birth process follows. If an act of a child’s
delivery would be hard and run with complications, this will negatively reflect on a
baby’s biofield, too.
Then ablactation, first teeth, day nursery, kindergarten, relations in family and with
counterparts, traumas, fright, difficulties in studying at school… All those
emotional trials cause subconscious stress and leave a noticeable track in aura of a

little person. Besides, destroying impact on a biofield are rendered by external
excitators, too – changes of sun activity, negative conscious or purposeless actions
from part of other people (basilisk-glance, hoo-doo), electromagnetic emissions of
appliances surrounding the child everywhere: mobile telephone, television,
computer, microwave, etc.
Biofield damages and failures
of its functioning manifest
themselves in various ways.
Insignificant changes of an aura
structure seen on special
visualizing devices are look
like small whirls. In hard cases,
there are observed real “holes”
(breaches), through which vital
energy leaks away. In this case the child becomes irritable, whining, flabby,
weakened. He/she has a bad sleep, eats too little, refuses playing toys or
communicating to peers, etc.
In a case of an incorrect re-distribution of energy between body’s internal organs
and systems, serious diseases develop. In organs, where an energy redundancy is
observed, an inflammation can appear with clearly expressed pain syndrome
(cystitis, abdominal cramps). In places, where there is a lack of energy, pathologies
of other nature appear. For example, a lack of energy on area of stomach is showed
itself as abundant posseting at newborns, nausea and vomiting at children a little
bit older.
How to restore child’s biofield?
As for methods of eliminating bio-energetic coating damages, there is not a lot of
them. It is possible to apply for help to psychics, but where is a guaranty that you
would not encounter a quacksalver? It is possible to pronounce a prayer or be
occupied with meditation and auto training. – But your child is yet too little for
comprehending and putting into practice methods such sophisticated for him/her.
But there is the exit! It is so simple and available that you would not believe your
happiness. By Russian scientist, Doctor of Engineering Science Alexander Titomir,
the unique biofield-based fabric Screentex is developed. In a fast safe and effective
way, this fabric allows eliminate damages of bio-energetic coating of a person
and, as a consequence, improve state of his/her health. All you need to do is

covering a child with this fabric. For example, it is possible to do it during his/her
day sleep. And all the rest will be done by the
fabric Screentex itself instead of you.
Advantages of biofield-based fabric
Screentex

 Safety – It does not cause allergy, skin
irritation or other side effects;
 Availability – There are no
contradictions, including age limits;
 High effectiveness – A positive
dynamics in a child’s health state you
will notice already after a first
wrapping;
 Practicability – There is a possibility of
many-repeated applications without any
effectiveness loss even after several
washings;
 Multifunctionality – With the fabric
Screentex, it is possible to wrap the entire body or cover only separate body
areas with it.
About action mechanism, this fabric’s capabilities and results
you can find out at the website of the company Screentex
http://screentex.ru.
P. S. The biofield-based fabric Screentex is certified and its use is authorized but
you will not find it in retail. With purposes of safety and protection against forgery
in mind, the sale of the company Screentex products is made directly from the
producer.
Visit the website Screentex in order to make acquaintance with the company’s
assortment.
Please pay special attention on the childish cover made of the fabric Screentex;
after all, in this particular article we just spoke exactly on children and their
health.
For information: if you would like to see biofield of your own or the same of your
child and hear commentaries of a specialist, apply to the Office of bio-energetic
correction situated at the following address: Moscow, underground station
“Chaussee Enthusiastov”, street Electrodnaya, building 2, structure12.

Poetry of libido – “Screentex” regains youth, does not it?

Where does appetence disappear? With this question, equally men and women are
perplexed and what is the most unpleasant and incomprehensible, this concerns people of
far not elderly age. On the other hand, what is so hard to understand here? There is such
sensation that all of us are rotated in one huge concrete-mixer.
Our rhythm of life sort of recalls running of a crazy cockroach. And taking into
consideration the intensity of energetic attacks outgoing from telephones, tablets,
computers, television sets and from just not very friendly
or
tired-from-such-life people, we look like rather
guinea-pigs than homo sapiens.

up

So where from could it appear, the appetence,
if we come home morally and physically
exhausted, I would ask. Well, the only thing,
on which our forces are still sufficient, is
sitting closer to the same television set or setting
our notebook. All, we've come full circle..

Way to male strength restoration
However, as for bearing with the total indifference to a partner, one would not want. And
in spite of the fact that this problem affects equally both genders, for men it is especially
painful. Well, normal libido is a good spirit and physical state; it is a healthy atmosphere
in family and a happy woman at your shoulder.

Reduction or an absolute absence of appetence results unfailingly to male health failure
and so to feeling oneself wounded.
This is why many-day visiting doctors starts,
attempts of self-healing, recommendations of
“experienced” friends, who fortunately for them
did not encounter such problems yet.
But there is one more way. It is not known yet to
wide circles as our rocket industry exited frames of
governmental tasks just recently. This method belongs
not to an area of miracles or enigmatic phenomena from
of “magic tablet”, about which they prophesy in ad bumpers.

category

This method means use of the absolutely real and confirmed by scientific researches and
facts Russian scientists’ developments embodied in goods made of the fabric “Screentex”
and supposed to be used for human bio-energetic structure restoration.
The fabric allows fighting with the problems not on a chemical level, which affects
medicated treatment but instead by means of biofield correction and in doing so it
eliminates not disease only but the root cause of its appearance.
With the fabric “Screentex” a man can always be at his best
The modern medicine offers a lot of treatment version of sexual activity reduction. Every
one of them is efficient to a greater or lesser extent. And it would be irrationally denying
necessity of treatment on that stage when without a medical intervention one can not do.
But while solving the problem on the physical level, medical men forget that the “root of
evil” lies much deeper. This is why as a rule an effect has a short-term frame.
The conducted investigations proved that a reduction of the male libido is influenced so
much not by age but rather by side factors; and among them not insignificant ones are
emissions that are intrinsic for a person. Hence, if to limit their impact, the male
appetence will come back.

An effective and perficient tool in it is the biofield-based fabric “Screentex”, the unique
on its features material, which is able to re-reflect a person’s own electromagnetic
emission on himself and initiate the mechanism of self-recovering.
Disclosing deep-seated causes of a disease, the fabric “Screentex” takes away a negative
action, which can show itself in excessive fluxes of foreign
industrial energy or in stresses. Well, the function,
which until now only bioenergetics and
extrasensory perception experts could perform,
now can be taken by the fabric “Screentex” that is
able to do this.
Acting on a level of central nervous system, the fabric
corrects a damaged biofield of a man. The regular
wrapping even for an insignificant time will show itself already very soon by restoration
of eroticism in relation to the opposite sex.
Low sexual activity: age or diagnosis?
It is necessary to state the category that in our time to the same extent a low libido
bothers both representatives of mature age and quite young men.
By the way, exactly by age, the most part of the stronger sex
representatives excuse and explain their non-activity. But
investigations show other picture. A man in age after
must and is able to feel attraction to the weaker sex.
But becoming to this age overgrown with a bunch of
diseases, he humbles himself with the idea that what
made the impact on his libido were the years.
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Using the fabric “Screentex’ on practice proves the
other thing: the age is only indicator of neglected
relation to yurself. Because a regular wrapping of body by
the
fabric for 30-40 minutes per day can restore your natural
biofield
to such extent that even in very mature age a man would be able to feel again the
wonderful thing called the “poetry of libido”.

Technological set for meditations
It is unlikely now to find a person, who has never heard about meditations. The word
“meditation” itself comes from Latin “meditari”, which in different contexts means “to think
over, to turn in head”, “to contemplate mentally”, “to generate ideas”.
From the earliest times till our days –
Long since, people practiced various sacral rituals allowing them “to step” mentally
behind frames of conscience, to feel
their mergence with alive world or to
call their clan stem in aid or apply to
guardian spirits. With such special
knowledge, priests or shamans or
voodoos possessed. With civilization
evolution, a relation between reality and
irreality became a subject of scientific
studying. Well, now for us the
knowledge is available about “subtle”
energies and human biofield as well as
most diverse psychic techniques,
spiritual
practices,
including.
meditations.
A goal of the most part of
meditations and spiritual practices is improving quality of life, getting some desirable events
closer or forming them in own “field of fate”. Besides, meditations allow having rest, taking off
a stress, “recharging” energy timely, initiating a health-improving process or going on a spiritual
journey for fetching some information. However for obtaining of needed result it is not enough
to know how exactly to conduct meditation; in addition, one needs having skills of relaxing and
transiting into a special psychic state, namely the changed conscience state. And after reaching
this kind of a state it is already possible to work with any life sphere. For instance, it is possible
to lock childish traumas, to work-through fears and losses, to get free from negative emotions, to
find and “to call” love, to find and adjust a finance flux, to repair health, to amplify your creative
potential and to get sight of a “way”, on which you would succeed to maximum personally and
professionally.
What is the main point of difficulty?
To occupy with different spiritual practices including meditation is not as easy as it
seems. It is very hard today for a modern person to “switch off” from reality, to relax, to clean
his/her conscience, to stop the internal mashed mix of thoughts fragments, pieces of images,
phrases and crumpled emotions. Our social environment loads a person with a colossal volume
of excessive information. The rhythm and the rules of survival chased us into stress and
depressions. The disastrous state of environment (especially in metropolises), harmful emissions,
unhealthy food and sleep deficit drive a human being to both nervous and physical exhaustion
and to diseases, too. – All this can be prevented if to take care of your internal and physical state.
For example, to acquire the set for meditations SCREENTEX.
What is it, this set and how will it help?
SCREENTEX is the innovational high–tech development of Russian scientists. This is
biofield-based fabric tested my medical experts both in Russia and abroad. Due to the unique
technology SCREENTEX, the goods made of this fabric protect a person from harmful external
emission and initiate internal bio-correctional processes in human body. The SCREENTEX
interacts with “subtle” energetic field of a person, accelerated and in a literate way re-distributes

energy fluxes in human body, strengthens human natural protective functions and stimulates
work of all the human body’s energo-centers (chakras) and vital systems.
Having a direct interaction with field structures and harmonizing work of human energocenters (chakras), the biofield-based fabric promotes fast and deep plunging into the relaxed
meditative state without special additional rituals or hypnosis. Normally, such fast and effective
relaxation is reachable only by “advanced” people, who practice various psychic techniques
already for a long time and on a regular basis. An unprepared conscience distracts constantly to
non-relevant thoughts, because of which it can not focus on own internal space and “hearing” of
own subconsciousness. Because of it, meditations as well as other spiritual processes “are not
initiated” or “do not work”. Or even worse than that: they work “askew”. The SCREENTEX
solves this problem once and for all.
Any time of a day or a night, in any internal and physical state, any person, even one who
never had any experience with meditations before, can get into our biofield-based capsule
SCREENTEX, turn on the player with some meditative music, if desired, to put on the biofieldbased eyewear in order that a light rays would not distract him/her, and start his/her journey
beyond frames of reality. So a person can recharge with energy, solve some his/her internal
problems or receive a needed response or a prompt “from own future”. Is not it superfascinating and useful? Try it – you are going to like it! ;-)
SCREENTEX is universal; it will be suitable for any spiritual practices – whether it’d be
religious prayers, rebuffing, relaxation, meditation or shaman’s journeys.
What exactly you will receive in a case of acquiring the set for meditations?
You’ll have the capsule made of the biofield-based fabric SCREENTEX, the eyewear
SCREENTEX, the headphones and the player with some meditative records of prayers, mantras
and relaxational music. Getting into this capsule with the player, whether it’d be from time to
time or regularly for 15 to 40 minutes per day (depending on your spirit and state), you’ll be
able:
- correctly and quickly to enter to any spiritual meditative and transformational processes
and stay at them as long as it will be needed;
- tranquilly to relax and to recover your health at the same time. The wonder-fabric will
take care of your rest and provide good physical feelings;
- to “initiate” energy balancing and to harmonize all the body’s internal processes;
- to activate and to “pump” work of all seven chakras;
- to arrange a constant contact with your own subconsciousness and to learn how to
faultlessly decode signals of your intuition;
- to have a fast emotional restoration after a hard day or a personal stress;
- to recharge with energy and
positive attitude;
- to balance and improve work of
ALL vital systems of your body;
- to rid of various ailments,
migraines,
hypertony,
pain
syndrome ;
- to strengthen your immunity;
The SCREENTEX will lift on a
new level not only your conscience
but also your sexuality as the
biofield-based fabric influences
beneficially all the vital functions
of our bodies including the sexual

sphere. Gratifying to the SCREENTEX you will recharge both your brains and body with
new forces and regain almost absolute immunity to everyday stresses and season diseases.
Whom do we recommend this unique invention to?
First of all, to a broad circle of buyers practicing various psychic techniques, meditations
and spiritual journeys at home. And even to those people, who have never tried meditating but
always felt interest to this topic. It is the very right time to try it. With the SCREENTEX, you are
going succeeding in it for sure!
The set for meditations SCREENTEX will be very useful also for trainers, life-coaches,
psychologists-consultants and specialists in bio-energetic area for individual clientele’s sessions
at home. It is also recommended for practical lessons and sessions in psychological and esoteric
centers, in groups of personal advancement, trainings of self-development.
The fabric SCREENTEX is a unique opportunity of recovering your health and supporting
both your brains and body in a constant tonus.
The meditative set SCREENTEX is a indispensable tool for deep long-lasted and efficient
spiritual practices of a new generation!
The fabric SCREENTEX has got certificates, medical experts’ conclusions and awards of
international exhibitions.

Delivery both in Russia and abroad is done on expense of the Company.

